Appendix G
Post Workshop Corridor
Option Assessment Matrix
with Commentary
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Corridor Areas

Corridor Option

Reduced journey times

Improved journey time reliability

Increased overtaking opportunities;

m

Improved efficiency of freight movements along
the transport corridor;

Reduced conflicts between local traffic and strategic journeys

Improved network resilience
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Reduced accident rates and severity
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Reduced driver stress

Reduced potential conflicts between Motorised Improved access to the wider strategic transport
and Non Motorised Users
network

m

To facilitate active travel in the corridor.

To facilitate integration with Public
Transport Facilities

Enhanced access to jobs and services

All options offer the potential to provide improved facilities by
separating NMU and traffic routes, however active travel
impact is unclear until further detail can be provided on
In comparison with the existing (unimproved)
alignment, NMU and junction strategies and traffic re‐
In comparison to the existing (unimproved) A96, A96, all options, as part of a end to end dualled
assignment.
solution,
will
offer
an
improvement
to
road
All options have the potential to reduce conflicts all options will offer an improvement to road
All core paths to be retained.
access to to regional and local facilities,
access to local railway facilities and the wider
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users.
Impact on horse riding network to be determined.
commerce and industries for strategic and local
strategic road network.
Bus stop provision on new alignment to be determined in
travellers.
conjunction with Aberdeenshire Council and bus operators and
links to these provided as appropriate.

Commentary applicable to all options
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the communities and people in the corridor;

natural and cultural heritage assets.

Potential for corridor option to avoid significant
environmental impacts on communities and
people in the A96 corridor, or to minimise
environmental effects with appropriate design
and mitigation.

Potential for corridor option to avoid significant
environmental impacts on natural and cultural
heritage assets (battlefield sites, scheduled
monuments, garden and designed landscapes) in
the A96 corridor, or to minimise environmental
effects with appropriate design and mitigation.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria
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D+ 02
Corridor Option D+ 02 provides a link from Corridor Option D+ 01 to
the Online Corridor B to the west of the Hill of Tillymorgan via the gap
between the topographical constraints of the Hill of Bainshole and
Glens of Foudland Windfarm and the Hill of Tillymorgan.

East of Huntly to Skares
Distance
Existing A96 =12km
Option = 11.3km
Journey time
Existing A96 JT = 9min
Option JT = 6mins
JT change = ‐3mins
No additional JT saving expected during peak.
Option potentially offers shorter distance and
higher travel speeds than existing A96.

D01
Corridor Option D01 commences to the south of Glens of Foudland at
Colpy and continues in a south‐easterly direction towards the
settlement of Durno and ties into the Online Option B strategy in the
vicinity of Whiteford aand Pitcaple. A connection to Corridor BN01 (via
Online Option B) is feasible which satisfies one of the recommendation
of the DMRB Stage 1 report of combining Option D with a direct tie‐in
to a potential northern offline bypass of Inverurie. The corridor is
bounded on the west and south by the Online Option B corridor area
and historical and cultural constraints of the Roman Camp at Durno
and on the north and east by Corridor option D02.

Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows;
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve
journey time reliability along the route.

The proposed corridor option will provide a high quality dual carriageway
which will be more resilient to incident or weather than the existing
road.
1. Operation ‐ This corridor would be at a similar elevation to the existing
A96 at Glens of Foudland and therefore could be subjected to similar
road closures due to drifting snow over the road as a result of lack of
shelter and elevation.Maintenance requirements would therefore be
Option D+02 is seen as a alternative tie‐in at south‐eastern end of Option Area D+, providing opportunity to connect with existing A96 at Skares. An offline similar to the current A96 at this location.
2. Winter ‐ A Winter Service Plan, which detailed mitigation measures
option through this corridor has potential to reduce the number of direct accesses to the trunk road and provide connection via local roads or a new
collector road to the nearest A96 access. Where junctions are to be provided, these are likely to be high standard with grade separation or leftin/left out and management arrangements for monitoring and reacting to snowfall
exists for the existing A96 through the Glens of Foudland. It is likely a
functionality only.
similar plan will be required for alignments within this corridor option.
3. It is likely that alignments developed in this route corridor will comply
with best practice for climate change however consideration will need to
be given to the potential impact of high winds due to elevation and
topography and also the presence of the Hill of Skares and Bainshole
which is currently designated as an Area Requiring Special Attention
(ARSA) due to water run off.

This option offers an alternative to the existing A96 which demonstrates Driver stress likely to be reduced through;
a history of accidents associated with poor alignment and poor weather ‐ provision of consistent cross section
conditions.
minimising unsafe overtaking manouevres in
comparison to existing routes
Corridor Option D+02 has potential to partially offer a lower elevation
‐ Impact of slow vehicles on other drivers
and therefore may address some concerns relating to poor weather
negated
conditions, however, by tying in to the existing route at Skares junction, ‐Reduction in number of junctions and direct
which is situated within the snow gate closure area, there remains a risk accesses to the road resulting in a significant
decrease in conflicting vehicle movements.
of some inclement weather impacts.
‐ Removal of online queues and stationary
Provision of a new, high standard dual carriageway with rationalised and traffic associated with junctions and accesses.
‐ Consistent cross section and high standard
improved junction accesses also provides opportunity to reduce
road geometry assists drivers during poor
accident rates and severity.
weather.
‐ dual carriageway allows consistent and
predictable driving conditions

All options have the potential to reduce conflicts Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
Option D+ provides more reliable to access to
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users. quicker and more reliable journey time access to regional facilities and services for strategic
Inverurie railway station for links within and
travellers in comparison to the existing A96.
outside the local region.
Improved access by road to the wider strategic
road network for local population, commerce
and industry.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria
Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
Offline options will reduce level of traffic on existing A96,
potentially making this more attractive to cyclists and walkers. quicker and more reliable journey time access to
Huntly, Inverurie and proposed Kintore railway
stations for onward journeys by train and to
No existing core paths.
Dyce Park and Ride for onward journeys by bus
to Aberdeen city centre.
Small population, spread out over large area with no real
population centres. May be some potential to encourage
cycling to Huntly and within local area through improved
facilities.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

The existing A96 between south of Colpy and
Inveramsay Bridge is S2 carriageway with no
formal overtaking provision. Opportunities for
opportunitistic overtaking are limited due to the
alignment and visibility.

Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows;
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve
journey time reliability along the route.

Existing A96 local/strategic traffic conflict points for roads within option corridor extents
‐ A96/B992 Kellockbank junction
‐ A96/C60S Pitmachie junction
‐ A96/B9002 Oyne Fork junction (skew T‐junction) ‐ provides access to west of A96
‐ A96/C120C Mill of Carden junction (T‐junction) ‐ provides access to west of A96
‐ A96/C117C/C83C Pitcaple junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/unclassified Milton of Inveramsay (T‐junction) ‐ outwith D01 corridor option

This corridor offers an alternative to the existing A96 between Coply
and Pitcaple.

Driver stress likely to be reduced through;
‐ provision of consistent cross section
minimising unsafe overtaking manouevres in
comparison to existing routes
‐ Impact of slow vehicles on other drivers
negated
‐Reduction in number of junctions and direct
accesses to the road resulting in a significant
decrease in conflicting vehicle movements.
‐ Removal of online queues and stationary
traffic associated with junctions and accesses.
‐ Consistent cross section and high standard
road geometry assists drivers during poor
weather.
‐ dual carriageway allows consistent and
predictable driving conditions

All options have the potential to reduce conflicts Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
Option D01 provides more reliable to access to
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users. quicker and more reliable journey time access to regional facilities and services for strategic
Inverurie railway station for links within and
travellers in comparison to the existing A96.
outside the local region.
Improved access by road to the wider strategic
road network for local population, commerce
and industry.

4 existing core paths linking Old Rayne to Urie Riverside and
Whiteford to Durno.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Driver stress likely to be reduced through;
‐ provision of consistent cross section
minimising unsafe overtaking manouevres in
comparison to existing routes
‐ Impact of slow vehicles on other drivers
negated
‐Reduction in number of junctions and direct
accesses to the road resulting in a significant
decrease in conflicting vehicle movements.
‐ Removal of online queues and stationary
traffic associated with junctions and accesses.
‐ Consistent cross section and high standard
road geometry assists drivers during poor
weather.
‐ dual carriageway allows consistent and
predictable driving conditions

Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
Option D02 provides more reliable to access to
All options have the potential to reduce conflicts quicker and more reliable journey time access to regional facilities and services for strategic
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users. Inverurie railway station for links within and
travellers in comparison to the existing A96.
outside the local region.
Improved access by road to the wider strategic
road network for local population, commerce
and industry.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Facilitates quicker and more reliable journey
Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria
time access to proposed Kintore railway station
for onward journeys by train and to Dyce Park
and Ride for onward journeys by bus to
Aberdeen city centre.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Facilitates quicker and more reliable journey
time access to Dyce Park and Ride for onward
journeys by bus to Aberdeen city centre.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Online journey planner shows consistent average journey times of
10mins through the day with no change during peaks.

Pitcaple to Colpy
Distance
Existing A96=12.2km
Option=11.7km

The existing single carriageway between Colpy and Inveramsay
potentially has poor journey time reliability for some journeys due to;
‐ limited overtaking opportunities
‐ slow moving vehicles
‐ hilliness/bendiness.

Journey time
Existing A96 JT = 10mins
Option JT = 6mins
JT change = ‐4mins
Option potentially offers shorter distance and
higher travel speeds than existing A96.

D02
Corridor Option D02 commences to the south of Tochar and the east
of Miekle Wartle. The northern end of the corridor provides a
connection to Online Corridor B at Colpy and to Corrdor Option D+01
via the western end of Corridor D03. The corridor continues in a south‐
easterly direction passing to the east of Durno and linking to Corridor
BN01 in the vicinity of Daviot. The corridor is bounded on the west and
south by Corridor options D01 and BN01 and on the north and east by
Corridor option D03.

Online journey planner shows consistent average journey times of 9mins The existing A96 between Huntly and Colpy is
single carriageway with two sections of WS2+1.
through the day with no change during peaks.
This section is 13.8km (A97 to A920 junctions)
The existing single carriageway between Huntly and Colpy potentially has with 1.3km of WS2+1 provision in each direction
(approximately 10% of route length in each
poor journey time reliability for some journeys due to;
direction).
‐ limited overtaking opportunities
‐ slow moving vehicles
A new dual carriageway will provide consistent
‐ hilliness/bendiness
overtaking opportunity, providing major benefit
‐ inclement weather
to road users.
A high standard dual carriageway will provide
‐ full overtaking provision
‐ Improved incident management
which could significantly improve journey time reliability for trunk road
traffic.
‐ potentially less exposed to poor weather

Distance
Existing A96 = 14.6km
Option = 13.9km

The existing single carriageway between Colpy and Inveramsay
potentially has poor journey time reliability for some journeys due to;
‐ limited overtaking opportunities
‐ slow moving vehicles
‐ hilliness/bendiness.

Journey time
Existing A96 JT = 12mins
Option JT = 7mins
JT change = ‐5mins
Option potentially offers shorter distance and
higher travel speeds than existing A96.

An offline option through this corridor has potential to reduce the number of direct accesses to the trunk road and provide connection via local roads or a
new collector road to the nearest A96 access. Where junctions are to be provided, these are likely to be high standard with grade separation or leftin/left
out functionality only.

A high standard dual carriageway through will provide;
‐ full overtaking provision
‐ improved incident management
‐ alternative routes for agricultural vehicles
which could significantly improve journey time reliability for trunk road
traffic.

Online journey planner shows consistent average journey times of
12mins through the day with no change during peaks.

Milton of Inveramsay to Colpy

Provision of a dual carriageway will offer
consistent overtaking provision, providing major
benefit to road users.

A high standard dual carriageway through will provide;
‐ full overtaking provision
‐ improved incident management
‐ alternative routes for agricultural vehicles
which could significantly improve journey time reliability for trunk road
traffic.

Current junctions/conflict points between strategic and local traffic on existing A96 between Huntly and Colpy;
‐ A96/A920 Colpy junction
‐ A96/C87S Skares junction (T‐junction)
‐ A92S/C82S/C66S Hillhead junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/C79S/C81S Leys of Drummuie junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/A97 Huntly East junction (T‐junction)

1. Operation ‐ The corridor interfaces with the existing A96 and A920 at
its northern end at Colpy and at the southen end at Whiteford providing
potential emergency access / egress points. Another access point could
be available from the existing A96 via Old Rayne.
Maintenance requirements would be similar to the current A96 at this
location.
2. Winter ‐ Elevation is relatively consistent with the existing A96 so
given there is no know issue with frequent snow closures over this
section, this should be marked as neutral.
3. It is likely that alignments developed in this corridor option will
comply with best practice for climate change.

In line with the over‐arching scheme strategy, provision of a new, high
standard dual carriageway with rationalised and improved junction
accesses could provide opportunity to reduce accident rates and
severity.

It is possible that traffic using the A96 through this section would predominantly be strategic traffic and that local traffic would continue to use the existing
A96. This may provide potential for a low number of junctions to be provided through this section.
Classified roads within corridor area;
B992 from A920 Cairnhill jct to A96 Kellockbank
C60S from A96 Pitmachie to North Rayne (possibly on to A920 Tocher)
C83C Pitcaple to A920 at Tocher
These routes generally have low traffic flows and serve local farms and properties.
There is also a network of local, unclassified roads.
Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows; Existing A96 local/strategic traffic conflict points for roads within option corridor extents
The existing A96 between south of Colpy and
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
‐ A96/B992 Kellockbank junction
Inveramsay Bridge is S2 carriageway with no
‐ A96/C60S Pitmachie junction
formal overtaking provision. Opportunities for increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ A96/B9002 Oyne Fork junction (skew T‐junction) ‐ provides access to west of A96
opportunitistic overtaking are limited due to the ‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ A96/C120C Mill of Carden junction (T‐junction) ‐ provides access to west of A96
alignment and visibility.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve ‐ A96/C117C/C83C Pitcaple junction (staggered crossroads)
journey time reliability along the route.
‐ A96/unclassified Milton of Inveramsay (T‐junction) ‐ outwith D01 corridor option
Provision of dual carriageway alternative will
offer consistent overtaking provision, providing
An offline option through this corridor has potential to reduce the number of direct accesses to the trunk road and provide connection via local roads or a
major benefit to road users.
new collector road to the nearest A96 access. Where junctions are to be provided, these are likely to be high standard with grade separation or leftin/left
out functionality only.

1. Operation ‐ The corridor interfaces with the existing A920 (and A96
via corridor option D01) at its northern end at Colpy and at the southen
end at Pitcaple and Inverurie (via the B9001) providing potential
emergency access / egress points.
Maintenance requirements would be similar to the current A96 at this
location.
2. Winter ‐ Elevation is relatively consistent with the existing A96 and so
snow risk would be the same.
3. Climate ‐ It is likely that alignments developed in this route corridor
will comply with best practice for climate change.

This corridor offers an alternative to the existing A96 between Coply
and Milton of Imveramsay.
In line with the over‐arching scheme strategy, provision of a new, high
standard dual carriageway with rationalised and improved junction
accesses could provide opportunity to reduce accident rates and
severity.

It is possible that traffic using the A96 through this section would predominantly be strategic traffic and that local traffic would continue to use the existing
A96. This may provide potential for a low number of junctions to be provided through this section.
Fairly comprehensive network of B‐class, C‐class and unclassified roads and accesses which are understood to serve as connector roads between the A920
and Inverurie.
‐ C57S Old Rayne to North Rayne and possibly on to Meikle Wartle
‐ C60S from A96 Pitmachie to North Rayne (possibly on to A920 Tocher)
‐ C83C Pitcaple to A920 at Tocher
‐ C85S from Durno to Meikle Wartle
‐ B9001 from north‐west Inverurie to A920 at Wartle

Facilitates quicker and more reliable journey
time access to Huntly, Inverurie and proposed
Kintore railway stations for onward journeys by
Comprehensive local road network which may be attractive to train and to Dyce Park and Ride for onward
cyclists due to low traffic volumes. The Oldmeldrum to Old
journeys by bus to Aberdeen city centre.
Rayne Circular (Aberdeenshire Council Route) uses local road
network between A96 and A920.
Depending on junction strategy, traffic on these roads could
be increased/decreased which may impact on attractiveness to
cyclists.
Improved cycle facilities may benefit the many farms and
properties within the area which are within cycling distance of
Inverurie.

7 existing core paths. One circular route around Meikle Wartle Facilitates quicker and more reliable journey
and the others around the village of Daviot.
time access to Huntly, Inverurie and proposed
Kintore railway stations for onward journeys by
Comprehensive local road network which may be attractive to train and to Dyce Park and Ride for onward
cyclists due to low traffic volumes. The Oldmeldrum to Old
journeys by bus to Aberdeen city centre.
Rayne Circular (Aberdeenshire Council Cycle Route) uses local
road network between A96 and A920.
Depending on junction strategy, traffic on these roads could
be increased/decreased which may impact on attractiveness to
cyclists.
Improved cycle facilities may benefit the many farms and
properties within the area which are within comfortable
cycling distance of Inverurie.
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Corridor Area B (Inverurie North)
Corridor Area B identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy Option B and provides an online corridor with localised
bypasses to either north or south of Inverurie. This area respresents
bypass options to the orth of Inverurie. The area is bounded to the
south by Corridor Areas C and B+ and to the north by Corridor Area D
and D+.

BN01
Corridor BN commences at Pitcaple to the North West of Inverurie in
the vicinity of the existing A96. This corridor heads east crossing the
B9001 towards the settlements of Lumphart, Cuttlecraigs and
Auchencleith. From here, it heads south east across B9170 towards
Bourtie House and Old Bourtie, towards the settlement of Kinmuck.
The corridor option then heads south west across the River Don to
reconnect to the existing A96 corridor between the southern extent of
Inverurie and the Northern extent of Kintore.

Kintore North Jct to North of Milton of
Inveramsay
Distance
Existing A96 = 11km
Option =15.3km
Journey time
Existing A96 JT = 10mins
Option JT = 8mins

Online journey planner shows average journey times of 10mins through
the interpeak with increased journey times during peak periods,
associated with congestion at Port Elphinstone Rbt and Blackhall Rbt and
slow moving traffic between these junctions.

The existing A96 between Pitcaple and Port
Elphinstone is S2 standard with no formal
overtaking provision and limited opportunities
for opportunistic overtaking.

AM peak = 16mins eastbound, 12mins westbound
PM peak = 14mins eastbound, 20mins westbound.

A dual carriageway to the north of Inverurie
would provide consistent overtaking provision,
providing major benefit to road users.

A northern bypass could relieve congestion by providing an alternative
route around Inverurie which could allow separation of strategic and local
traffic.
Distribution of traffic between detrunked A96 and new A96 could reduce
peak time congestion at Port Elphinstone and Blackhall junctions.

JT change = ‐2min

Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows;
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve
journey time reliability along the route.
Avoids existing height restriction at Upperboat
O/B (5.32m) on existing A96

During peak periods the journey time savings
could be up to 6mins for eastbound traffic and
10mins for westbound traffic.

Further benefit could be provided by inclusion of an access to Inverurie
from a northern bypass. It is understood that approximately 1/3 of traffic
currently accessing the A96 from Inverurie is travelling to/from areas to
Benefit gained from removal of traffic removing the north of Inverurie (Oldmeldrum and beyond) and will therefore
the need to travel through Blackhall Rbt and Port benefit from a northern bypass. Traffic accessing south Inverurie or
Elphinstone Rbt.
Inverurie town centre may continue to use the existing A96.

Corridor Area B+

BN+ 01
Corridor Option BN+ extents from the vicinity of Kinmuck due south,
across the River Don to the existing A96 corridor to the east of Kintore
This area has been identified following feedback from the A96 East of
Huntly to Aberdeen Meet the Team events held in November 2017. The and to the west of Blackburn
area seeks to explore suitable offline corridors that link the online
Corridor Options OLS (in Corridor Area B) to localised bypass Corridor
Options to the northeast of Inverurie (BN01), avoiding the constrained
online section around Port Elphinstone/ Kintore north. The Corridor
Area is bounded to the north, south and west by the Corridor Area B.

Kinellar Roundabout to Port Elphinstone
Distance
Existing A96 = 9km
Option = 8.4km

JT change = ‐3min
Journey time savings could be up to 10mins for
westbound traffic during the PM peak since
traffic no longer has to travel through Port
Elphinstone Rbt.

CN01
Corridor CN01 is the western most corridor
in the north section and is being considered due to it tracking the
route of the railway. The corridor is significant in length at 26kms and
commences at Huntly at the A96/A97 roundabout running south and
then south east to the tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor Option
CS02. The corridor varies in width throughout its length with the
widest section at 3.4 kms before narrowing significantly to 270 metres
between the high impact areas of Leith Hall and Knockandy hill/Hill of
Corskie. Cross connections are only from CN02.

Distance
Existing A96 = 24.8km
Option = 27.4km

JT change = ‐5min

Some journey time reliability benefits may be gained during peak periods
where journey times are generally increased compared to the interpeak, Some benefit will be gained from grade
due to congestion at Port Elphinstone Rbt. Potentially removing peak
separation of existing at‐grade junctions which
currently limited some overtaking opportunities.
congestion could offer more consistent journey times throughout the
day.
Confirmation of the junction strategy in later
stages of assessment will provide greater
understanding of the potential impact that
junction location and form may have on
overtaking along this section.

Avoids existing height restriction at Kemnay
Road O/B (5.47m), Dunecht Road O/B (5.51m),
Forest Road O/B (5.57m) on existing A96 and link
to Option B North also allows avoidance of
Upperboat O/B (5.32m). Structure with
maintained headroom of <6.25m are unsuitable
for High Load Route.

An alignment through BN+01 could also cross the following local roads;
‐ B977 Kintore to Hatton of Fintray
‐ C62C Keith Hall to B979 north of Hatton of Fintray
‐ C68C B993 at Inverurie to Mill of Fintray
However, it is likely that a new alignment crossing these roads would be grade separated and access would be retained at existing junctions only.

The existing A96 between Huntly and Colpy is
single carriageway with two sections of WS2+1.
This section is 13.8km (A97 to A920 junctions)
with 1.3km of WS2+1 provision in each direction
(approximately 10% of route length in each
direction).

Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows;
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve
journey time reliability along the route.

Current junctions/conflict points between strategic and local traffic no existing A96;
‐ A96/A97 Huntly East junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/C79S/C81S Leys of Drummuie junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A92S/C82S/C66S Hillhead junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/C87S Skares junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/A920 Colpy junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/C68S Colpy South junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/B992 Kellockbank junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/C59S Pitmachie junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/B9002 Oyne Fork junction (skew T‐junction)

Option may be longer in distance than existing
A96 but has potential for higher travel speeds
which allows improved journey time.

A high standard dual carriageway through will provide;
‐ full overtaking provision
‐ improved incident management
‐ alternative routes for agricultural vehicles
which will signifiantly improve journey time reliability for trunk road
traffic.

1. Operation ‐ Corridor option BN is an offline route which will
incorporate access to the exsting A96 at east and west extents permitting
maintenance and emergency access to this section from Inverurie and
local connecting roads
2. Winter ‐ This section is at a higher elevation than the existing A96 over
this section at Inverurie but this area is not at risk to snow
3. Climate ‐ Alignments developed in this corridor will comply with best
practice for climate change. There are no features representing a
particular risk with regards accomodating climate change.

This corridor offers an alternative to the existing A96 through Inverurie.
It is possible that this route would allow greater distribution of local and
strategic trips and therefore may reduce traffic volumes along this
section which may indirectly help to reduce accident rates.
In line with the over‐arching scheme strategy, provision of a new, high
standard dual carriageway with rationalised and improved junction
accesses could provide opportunity to reduce accident rates and
severity.

Driver stress likely to be reduced through;
‐ provision of consistent cross section
minimising unsafe overtaking manouevres in
comparison to existing routes
‐ Impact of slow vehicles on other drivers
negated
‐Reduction in number of junctions and direct
accesses to the road resulting in a significant
decrease in conflicting vehicle movements.
‐ Removal of online queues and stationary
traffic associated with junctions and accesses.
‐ Consistent cross section and high standard
road geometry assists drivers during poor
weather.
‐ dual carriageway allows consistent and
predictable driving conditions

All options have the potential to reduce conflicts Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users. quicker and more reliable journey time access to
new Kintore railway station for links within and
outside the local region.
Improved access by road to the wider strategic
road network for local population, commerce
and industry.

Driver stress likely to be reduced through;
.
‐ Removal of online queues and stationary
traffic associated with roundabouts.
‐ Consistent cross section and high standard
road geometry assists drivers during poor
weather.
‐ dual carriageway allows consistent and
predictable driving conditions

All options have the potential to reduce conflicts Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users. quicker and more reliable journey time access to
new Kintore railway station for links within and
outside the local region.
Improved access by road to the wider strategic
road network for local population, commerce
and industry.

Option BN01 provides more reliable access to
No existing core paths.
local and regional services for those outside of
Inverurie, particuarly Oldmeldrum in comparison A northern bypass of Inverurie will potentially reduce the
to the current scenario.
volume of traffic travelling through Inverurie to access the A96
(from areas to the north of Inverurie such as Oldmeldrum and
beyond. An access to the A96 from the north of the town
would also divert some local traffic north, rather than travelling
through the town to reach the trunk road.
Reducing the volume of traffic may encourage an increase in
active travel in the town due to perception of improved safety
and environment.

This option also offers potential to provide a northern access to/from Inverurie which would reduce the volume of strategic trips travelling through the
town to reach the A96 (Automatic number Plate Recognition survey data showed 1/3rd of trips to and from the A96 at Inverurie were travelling to/from
locations to the north of Inverurie eg Oldmeldrum, Rothienorman).

Existing A96 local/strategic traffic conflict points for roads within option corridor extents;
‐ A96/U242C Tavelty junction (full grade separated junction)
‐ A96 Gauchhill Junction (uni‐direction grade‐separated junction , north facing)
‐ A96/U242C Broomhill Roundabout (4 arm roundabout)
‐ A96 /C99C Kinellar Roundabout (4‐arm roundabout)

The existing single carriageway between Huntly and Oyne Fork potentially
has poor journey time reliability for some journeys due to;
‐ limited overtaking opportunities
‐ slow moving vehicles
‐ hilliness/bendiness
‐ inclement weather

Journey times
Existing A96 JT = 20mins
Option JT = 15mins

Northern bypass would cross the following local roads;
‐ B9001 Inverurie to A920 at Wartle (approx 9089 veh.day)
‐ B9170 Inverurie to A920 Oldmeldrum (7367 veh/day)
‐ B993 Inverurie to A947 Whiterashes (2549 veh/day)
‐ C69C Inverurie Uryside to A947 Mill Of Kingoodie (unknown traffic)
‐ C68C B993 at Inverurie to Mill of Fintray (unknown traffic)
‐ unclassified roads used for local access

Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows;
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve
journey time reliability along the route.

Online journey planner shows consistent average journey times of
20mins through the day.

Oyne Fork to Huntly Central Jct

A96/C120C(east)/C120C(west) Drimmies junction (staggered crossroads)
A96/B9170/C116C Blackhall Roundabout (4‐arm roundabout)
A96/B993 Port Elphinstone junction (4‐arm roundabout)

It is likely that local trips from towns such as Insch and Oyne will continue to use the existing A96 to access Inverurie, while it is anticpated that strategic
trips would use the new A96 alignment. Therefore a northern bypass offers potential to better distribute local/strategic trips around Inverurie.

Option is extension to BN01 , however, only benefits associated with the Option BN+01 offers an alternative corridor to
option to extend the northern bypass to a point east of Kintore has been the existing A96 between Port Elphinstone and
considered.
Blackburn.
The grade separated junctions at Kintore currently allow free movement
along the existing A96 and there are no known issues for access to/from
the A96 at these junctions.

Journey time
Existing A96 JT = 8mins
Option JT = 5mins

Inverurie Northern Bypass provides alternative to existing A98 online section between Pitcaple and Port Elphinstone. Existing junctions along this section
are;

Since the existing route is dual carriageway,
there will be no new overtaking provision and
the impact on opportunities for overtaking is
likely to be minimal.

A new dual carriageway will provide consistent
overtaking opportunity, providing major benefit Potential to avoid existing height restriction at
to road users.
Huntly Rail O/B (5.18m), enabling High Load
Vehicles to use route.

Option BN01 would bypass these junctions to tie in between Broomhill Roundabout and Kinellar Roundabout.

This corridor offers an alternative to the existing A96 through Inverurie.
It is possible that this route would allow greater distribution of local and
strategic trips and therefore may reduce traffic volumes along this
section which may indirectly help to reduce accident rates.

1. Operation ‐ The proposed corridor option will introduce an offline
route leaving the majority of the existing A96 as present, adding
operational resilience to the road network.
Maintenance requirements would be similar to the current A96 at this
location.
2. Winter ‐ Elevation is relatively consistent with the existing A96 but
there are elevations in excess of 275m AOD and so it may be susceptible
to snow closures
3. Climate ‐ It is likely that alignments developed in this route corridor
will comply with best practice for climate change.

This option offers an alternative to the existing A96 between Huntly and Driver stress likely to be reduced through;
Oyne which demonstrates a history of accidents associated with poor
‐ provision of consistent cross section
alignment and poor weather conditions.
minimising unsafe overtaking manouevres in
comparison to existing routes
Provision of a new, high standard dual carriageway with rationalised and ‐ Impact of slow vehicles on other drivers
improved junction accesses also provides opportunity to reduce
negated
accident rates and severity.
‐Reduction in number of junctions and direct
accesses to the road resulting in a significant
However, the northern areas of this corridor are at similar elevation to decrease in conflicting vehicle movements.
the existing route and therefore may suffer the effects of poor weather. ‐ Removal of online queues and stationary
traffic associated with junctions and accesses.
‐ Consistent cross section and high standard
road geometry assists drivers during poor
weather.
‐ dual carriageway allows consistent and
predictable driving conditions

All options have the potential to reduce conflicts Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
Option CN01 provides more reliable access to
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users. quicker and more reliable journey time access to local and regional services for Insch amd
Insch railway station for links within and outside communities due south of Huntly.
the local region.
Improved access by road to the wider strategic
road network for local population, commerce
and industry.

9 core paths. At the north end of the corridor is the Gartly: Hill
Of Corskie path. 3 paths around Insch (Dunnydeer Farm
circular, Hill of Christ's circular, Beatrice Wooldand Path) and 1
between Auchlevel and Bennachie.

Facilitates quicker and more reliable journey
Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria
time access to Huntly, Insch, Inverurie railway
stations and possibly to proposed Kintore
station if corridor option CS01/CS02 is not used,
for onward journeys by train and to Dyce Park
and Ride for onward journeys by bus to
Aberdeen city centre.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

1. Operation ‐ The proposed corridor option will introduce an offline
route leaving the majority of the existing A96 as present, adding
operational resilience to the road network.
Maintenance requirements would be similar to the current A96 at this
location.
2. Winter ‐ Elevation is relatively consistent with the existing A96 but
there are elevations in excess of 300m AOD and so it may be susceptible
to snow closures
3. Climate ‐ It is likely that alignments developed in this route corridor
will comply with best practice for climate change.

This option offers an alternative to the existing A96 between Huntly and Driver stress likely to be reduced through;
Oyne which demonstrates a history of accidents associated with poor
‐ provision of consistent cross section
alignment and poor weather conditions.
minimising unsafe overtaking manouevres in
comparison to existing routes
Provision of a new, high standard dual carriageway with rationalised and ‐ Impact of slow vehicles on other drivers
improved junction accesses also provides opportunity to reduce
negated
accident rates and severity.
‐Reduction in number of junctions and direct
accesses to the road resulting in a significant
However, the northern areas of this corridor are at similar elevation to decrease in conflicting vehicle movements.
the existing route and therefore may suffer the effects of poor weather. ‐ Removal of online queues and stationary
traffic associated with junctions and accesses.
‐ Consistent cross section and high standard
road geometry assists drivers during poor
weather.
‐ dual carriageway allows consistent and
predictable driving conditions

All options have the potential to reduce conflicts Together with adjoining sections, facilitates
Option CN02 provides more reliable access to
between Motorised and Non‐Motorised Users. quicker and more reliable journey time access to local and regional services for Insch and the
Insch railway station for links within and outside surrounding population
the local region.
Improved access by road to the wider strategic
road network for local population, commerce
and industry.

9 core paths. Around Insch there is the Dunnydeer Circular and
Insch cenetary footway and Beatrice Woodland Path. There is
a path between Insch and Kirkton and around Oyne there is
the Oyne Circular walk and the Old A'Deen Turnpike Back O'
Bennachie ‐ Essons link to the Gordon Way.

Facilitates quicker and more reliable journey
Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria
time access to Huntly, Insch, Inverurie railway
stations and possibly to proposed Kintore
station if corridor option CS01/CS02 is not used,
for onward journeys by train and to Dyce Park
and Ride for onward journeys by bus to
Aberdeen city centre.

Refer to STAG Environmental Criteria

Corridor Option CN01 follows the alignment of the A97 south from Huntly to the B9002 then follows the B9002 south‐eastwards to east of Kennethmont.
From here the corridor moves south‐east through an area accessed by the C65S and a network of unclassifed roads. At the southern end of the corridor,
the B992 connects Auchleven and Insch. Roads intersected by this corridor option are;
‐ A97 south of Huntly
‐ B9002 Duffschool to Mill of Cardell
‐ C65S Kennethmont to Leslie
‐ B992 from A944 at Whitehouse to A96 at Kellockbank, passing through Auchleven and Insch

However, this option sits at a similar elevation to the existing A96 and
therefore may still be affected by winter weather.

Option BN01 provides more reliable access to
as per BN01.
local and regional services for those outside of
Inverurie, particuarly Oldmeldrum in comparison 2 core paths around Lammies Crook/Dalwarie/Deystone
to the current scenario.
Circular to east of Kintore.

1. Operation ‐ Corridor option BN is an offline route which will
incorporate access to the exsting A96 at east and west extents permitting
maintenance and emergency access to this section from Inverurie and
local connecting roads
2. Winter ‐ This section is at a comparable elevation to the existing A96.
3. Climate ‐ Alignments developed in this corridor will comply with best
practice for climate change. There are no features representing a
particular risk with regards accommodating climate change.

In line with the over‐arching scheme strategy, provision of a new, high
standard dual carriageway with rationalised and improved junction
accesses could provide opportunity to reduce accident rates and
severity.

Extending the northern bypass to tie in at Kintore will also
reduce traffic volumes between Port Elphinstone and Kintore
which may encourage some increase in active travel between
Inverurie and Kintore.

An alignment through this corridor would potentially reduce the number of direct accesses to the A96 between Huntly and Oyne. Where junctions are to
be provided, these are likely to be high standard with grade separation or leftin/left out functionality only.
The proximity of this corridor to settlements such as Insch and Oyne may increase the likelihood of local traffic using the new A96 for local journeys.

CN02

Oyne Fork to Huntly East Jct

Corridor CN02 runs through the middle of
the north section commencing at the A96/A97 roundabout at Huntly
and running in a southeast direction for approximately 23kms to the
tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor Option CS02. The corridor
varies in width throughout with the widest section up to 3.5 kms wide
and 600 metres wide at the narrowest point between the high impact
areas of Insch and the cluster of constraints to the west. Cross
connections to CN01 are possible while there is potential to connect to
and from CN03. Within the northwest section alternative connections
may be possible to CLN and the preferred study area tie in.

Online journey planner shows consistent average journey times of
18mins through the day.

Distance
Existing A96 = 23.5km
Option = 22.2km

The existing single carriageway between Huntly and Oyne Fork potentially
has poor journey time reliability for some journeys due to;
‐ limited overtaking opportunities
‐ slow moving vehicles
‐ hilliness/bendiness
‐ inclement weather

Journey times
Existing A96 JT = 18mins
Option JT = 12mins
JT change = ‐6min
No additional journey time savings expected
during peak periods.
Option potentially offers shorter distance and
higher travel speeds than existing A96.

A high standard dual carriageway through will provide;
‐ full overtaking provision
‐ improved incident management
‐ alternative routes for agricultural vehicles
which will signifiantly improve journey time reliability for trunk road
traffic.

The existing A96 between Huntly and Colpy is
single carriageway with two sections of WS2+1.
This section is 13.8km (A97 to A920 junctions)
with 1.3km of WS2+1 provision in each direction
(approximately 10% of route length in each
direction).

Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows;
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve
journey time reliability along the route.

A new dual carriageway will provide consistent
overtaking opportunity, providing major benefit Potential to avoid existing height restriction at
to road users.
Huntly Rail O/B (5.18m), enabling High Load
Vehicles to use route.

Sparse road network at northern end of corridor with only the C79S and some unclassifed local road accesses acrossing the corridor. South of the Hill of
Foudland, the C66S provides a route from the A96 at Hillhead to Insch, roughly following teh line of the corridor option. South of Insch, the corridor is
crossed by the C62S between Auchleven and the B9002 between Insch and Oyne. Roads intersecting corridor option;
‐ C79S from A96 at Hillhead to Insch
‐ C62S Auchlevel to B9002
‐ Local access to farms and properties south of Hill of Foudland

However, this option sits at a similar elevation to the existing A96 and
therefore may still be affected by winter weather.

CN03

Distance
Existing A96 = 12.5km
Option = 12.3km
Journey times
Existing A96 JT = 9mins
Option JT = 7mins
JT change = ‐2min
No additional journey time savings expected
during peak periods.
Option potentially offers shorter distance and
higher travel speeds than existing A96.

Improved journey time and journey time
reliability for access to Aberdeen Airport.

An alignment through this corridor would potentially reduce the number of direct accesses to the A96 between Huntly and Oyne. Where junctions are to
be provided, these are likely to be high standard with grade separation or leftin/left out functionality only.
The proximity of this corridor to settlements such as Insch and Oyne may increase the likelihood of local traffic using the new A96 for local journeys.

Online journey planner shows consistent average journey times of 9mins The existing A96 between Glens of Foudland
through the day.
and Colpy is S2 carriageway with no formal
overtaking provision and limited opportunistic
The existing single carriageway between Glens of Foudland and Oyne
overtaking opportunities.
Fork has poor journey time reliability due to;
‐ limited overtaking opportunities
A new dual carriageway will provide consistent
‐ slow moving vehicles
overtaking provision and major benefit to road
‐ hilliness/bendiness
users.
‐ inclement weather

Oyne Fork to Skares

Corridor CN03 is the eastern most
corridor in the north section commencing at the A96/A97 roundabout
at Huntly and running in a southeast direction from Corridor OLN for
approximately 11kms to the tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor
Option CS02. The corridor is approximately 2.2 kms at its widest point
and 275 metres at its narrowest. However, this width is constrained by
the notional boundary of OLC and therefore overlap between Corridor
Options maybe possible. Potential cross connections to and from OLC,
OLN and CN02 are possible.

Existing A96 strategic/local traffic conflict points within option corridor extents;
‐ A96/A97 Huntly East junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/C79S/C81S Leys of Drummuie junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A92S/C82S/C66S Hillhead junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/C87S Skares junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/A920 Colpy junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/C68S Colpy South junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/B992 Kellockbank junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/C59S Pitmachie junction (staggered crossroads)
‐ A96/B9002 Oyne Fork junction (skew T‐junction)

Higher standard, dual carriageway road allows;
‐ Increased driving speeds (speed limit
increased to 60mph for HGVs
‐ Improved driving efficiency.
‐ Allows overtaking of slower vehicles.
‐ Potential to reduce journey times and improve
journey time reliability along the route.

Existing A96 strategic/local traffic conflict points within option corridor extents;
‐ A96/C87S Skares junction (T‐junction)
‐ A96/A920 Colpy junction (T‐junction)
‐
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A high standard dual carriageway through will provide;
‐ full overtaking provision
‐ improved incident management
‐ alternative routes for agricultural vehicles
which will signifiantly improve journey time reliability for trunk road
traffic.
However, this option sits at a similar elevation to the existing A96 and
therefore may still be affected by winter weather.
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Corridor Areas

Corridor Option

Air Quality

Noise and Vibration

People & Communities

Materials

Policies & Plans

Safety

Cultural Heritage

Landscape & Visual

Nature Conservation

Geology, Soils, Contaminated Land and Groundwater

Economy

Road Drainage and the Water Environment

In overall terms A96 dualling performs positively
in an assessment against the policy framework.

Commentary applicable to all options

Corridor Area D+
This area has been identified following feedback from the A96 East of
Huntly to Aberdeen Meet the Team events held in November 2017. The
area seeks to explore suitable offline corridors that links the East of
Huntly Online Option B strategy with the Glens of Foudland to North‐
west of Inverurie Option D strategy. Corridor Options developed in this
Corridor Area would also provide a connection to any future northern
bypass of Huntly. The Corridor Area is bounded to the south and east
by the Online Option B Corridor Area and by the limits of the study area
to the north and east.

Integration

D+ 01
Corridor Option D+01 commences to the east of Huntly and continues
eastwards bypassing the topographical constraints of Hill of Bainshole
and Glens of Foudland Windfarm to the south before turning
southwards at Fisherford to pass through the gap between the Hill of
Tillymorgan and the Hill of Rothmaise. The corridor will facilitate a link W
to the Area D Corridor Options to the East of Colpy.

M

M
W

M
M

D+02 is small in area and population with low
D+ 02
potential impacts.
Corridor Option D+ 02 provides a link from Corridor Option D+ 01 to
the Online Corridor B to the west of the Hill of Tillymorgan via the gap
between the topographical constraints of the Hill of Bainshole and
Glens of Foudland Windfarm and the Hill of Tillymorgan.

Corridor D
Corridor Area D identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy D and provide a more direct line between a section of the A96
from the Glens of Foudland to north‐west of Inverurie. This area is
bounded to the south and east by the Online Option B Corridor Area
and by the limits of the study area to the north and east.

The number of residential receptors is relatively
low compared to the other corridors. No other
sensitive receptors have been identified within
this corridor and therefore it is considered that
the potential of impacts arising at receptors
within this corridor is low.

D01
Corridor Option D01 commences to the south of Glens of Foudland at
Colpy and continues in a south‐easterly direction towards the
settlement of Durno and ties into the Online Option B strategy in the
vicinity of Whiteford aand Pitcaple. A connection to Corridor BN01 (via
Online Option B) is feasible which satisfies one of the recommendation
of the DMRB Stage 1 report of combining Option D with a direct tie‐in
to a potential northern offline bypass of Inverurie. The corridor is
bounded on the west and south by the Online Option B corridor area
and historical and cultural constraints of the Roman Camp at Durno
and on the north and east by Corridor option D02.

Population density in D01 is relatively low in this
medium sized corridor which includes two small
villages which are Doyne (east), Bonnyton
(north) and Kirkton‐of‐Rayner (north). However,
as most receptors have high sensitivity and
consist of residential it is classed as medium.

This corridor is relatively medium sized. Most of
the residential receptors are dispersed towards
the north west. There is one community in
Durno to the east and a smaller one in Bonnyton
to the north. There is 1 hotel and 3 offices
receptors within this corridor.
Given the population density relative to the
other corridors and the number of other non‐
residential sensitive receptors, the impacts are
considered to be medium.

D02
Corridor Option D02 commences to the south of Tochar and the east
of Miekle Wartle. The northern end of the corridor provides a
connection to Online Corridor B at Colpy and to Corrdor Option D+01
via the western end of Corridor D03. The corridor continues in a south‐
easterly direction passing to the east of Durno and linking to Corridor
BN01 in the vicinity of Daviot. The corridor is bounded on the west and
south by Corridor options D01 and BN01 and on the north and east by
Corridor option D03.

A smaller corridor with high population density This corridor is relatively small compared to
including residential and schools. Receptors are other corridors, and therefore has got one of the
located in the villages of Kirkton‐of‐Rayne (north‐ highest density populations. Most receptors are
west), Miekle Wartle (north) and Mains of Glack located in agglomerations, though there are
(south) and are also evenly dispersed. Potential dispersed receptors throughout. Potential
impacts are considered to be high anywhere in impacts are hence considered to be high
the zone as a result.
There is a large agglomeration to the south east
in Daviot, one to the north in Meikle Wartle and
one in the north west in Kirkton of Rayne.
Additionally, there are 2 educational receptors, 1
office and 4 community receptors.

W
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 5
Agricultural land
Land is predominately 4.2 (mixed agriculture) with 3.2 (mixed agriculture) found to the south. No Class 1,
Class 2, or Class 3.1.
Forestry routes
No National Forestry Recreational routes.
LDP open spaces, community land, playparks, recreational playing fields
There are no recognised green spaces within the corridor.
Core paths
There are no core paths within the corridor.
Cycle paths
No cycle route within the corridor.
Community severance
There are no community facilities within this corridor. The corridor falls within the catchments for Fisherford
School to the east and Drumbade to the west.

Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 126
Agricultural land
Predominately Class 3.1 (arable agriculture) and class 3.2 (mixed agriculture) with isolated pockets of 4.1 and
4.2 (mixed agriculture). No Class 1 or 2. Class 3.1: 6.8 km2 (48% of total corridor area).
Forestry routes
No National Forestry Recreational routes.
LDP open spaces, community land, playparks, recreational playing fields
There is an area of LDP Protect Areas Reserve Land (Aberdeenshire Council) in Durno (P1). The total area of
recognised greenspace within this corridor is less than 0.01 km2 (less than 1% of total corridor area).
Core paths
There are core paths running between Old Rayne, Durno and Pitcaple within the corridor. Length of paths
within corridor: 4.19km.
Cycle paths
Aberdeenshire Cycle Routes: Oldmeldrum to Old Rayne, Route GA3 transverses corridor along the B992.
Length of cycle route within the corridor: 4.21km.
Community severance
There are no community facilities within this corridor. It falls into three primary school catchments; Logie
Durno Primary, Rayne North Primary and Old Rayne Primary.

NA scoped out

NA scoped out

NA scoped out
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 395
Agricultural land
Predominately Class 3.1 (arable agriculture) and class 3.2 (mixed agriculture) with isolated pockets of 4.1 and
4.2 (mixed agriculture) and 5.3 (improved grassland). No Class 1 or 2. Class 3.1: 4.7 km2 (33% of total corridor
area).
Forestry routes
No National Forestry Recreational routes.
LDP open spaces, community land, playparks, recreational playing fields
There are areas of LDP Protect Areas Reserve Land (Aberdeenshire Council) in Meikle Wartle and Daviot. The
total area of recognised greenspace within this corridor is 0.31 km2 (2% of total corridor area).
Core paths
There are core paths in the vicinity of Meikle Wartle and Daviot within the corridor. Length of paths within
corridor: 3.72km.
Cycle paths
Aberdeenshire Cycle Routes: Oldmeldrum to Old Rayne, Route GA3 runs along the western and northern
extents of the corridor option. Length of cycle route within the corridor: 9.68km.
Community severance
Within the corridor there are community services in Daviot (Primary School, church, village hall, play park),
Meikle Wartle (play park), Kirkton of Rayne (church) and North Rayne (primary school). Falls predominantly
within catchments for Daviot and North Rayne, though also impacts on the northern extent of Logie Durno
catchment.

D03
Corridor Option D03 commences to the south of Glens of Foudland at
Colpy and broadly follows the existing A920 route in an easterly
direction. At Tochar, the corridor turns south‐east and continues to
follow the A920 route towards Netherton of Mounie to the east of the
settlement of Daviot where the corridor terminates. The corridor
facilitates a connection to Corridor BN01 at its southern end which
satisfies one of the recommendation of the DMRB Stage 1 report of
combining Option D with a direct tie‐in to a potential northern offline
bypass of Inverurie. The corridor is bounded on the west and south by
by Corridor option D02 and to the north and east by the Corridor area
extents, topographical constraints of the Hill of Rothmaise and Hill of
Blackford and their approach slopes and historical and cultural
constraints of the Hill of Barra.

Landscape Sensitivity
Terrestrial Habitat
No landscape sensitivities identified outside the high impact areas shown on drawing number A96PEA‐AMAR‐GEN‐ Areas of native, anthropogenic, ancient woodland and National forest are
all recorded within the corridor option (0.05km2). Being central and
SWI‐DR‐ZZ‐000004.
relatively extensive through the corridor option, alignments are possible,
Visual Sensitivity
however, a loss of woodland within this corridor option would be
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 5
anticipated.
Visual sensitivities to be confirmed following detailed survey work to inform alignments.
Aquatic Habitat
No watercourse were identified within this corridor option.
Protected and Priority Species
No information pertaining to protected or priority species has been
received to facilitate sifting.
Designated sites
The corridor option contains no statutory or non‐statutory designated sites
pertaining to ecology.

Peat
No recorded plan areas of compressible peat deposit present.
Contamination
No recorded areas of made up (or reworked) ground with potential
contamination risk.
Compressible Soil
No recorded areas of compressible alluvial deposit identified.
Earthworks
No recorded areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a potential for high
proportion of re‐use without processing.
Shallow Rock
Moderate areas of near surface rock identified resulting in potentially
hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

No named watercourses. No real channel network to speak of. Single
see Objective 2
small channel. No risk from 1 in 200yr fluvial flood event. Risk to
hydrological receptors very low, one small water course may need to be
crossed

National sites
There are three Scheduled Monuments within this corridor option. These include Pitscurry, cairn 410m N of (SM12302), and The Law,
cairn 175m NNW of East Law (SM12113) which have potentially vulnerable settings. Both monuments appear to have been intentionally
positioned at a prominent location, and to have extensive views over the surrounding landscape.
There are no Category A Listed Buildings within this corridor option.
There are no Inventory Historic Battlefields within this corrido option.
There are no Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes within this corridor option.
Regional sites
There are two Category B Listed Buildings within this corridor option. Freefield House (LB16001) is situated within the remains of a
designed landscape and therefore has a potentially vulnerable setting. Views to the south‐west (along the remaining tree‐lined avenue)
would be particularly vulnerable to change.
There are no Conservation Areas within this corridor option.
There are no Properties in Care within this corridor option.

Landscape Sensitivity
Terrestrial Habitat
No landscape sensitivities identified outside the high impact areas shown on drawing number A96PEA‐AMAR‐GEN‐ Areas of native, anthropogenic, ancient woodland and National forest are
all recorded within the corridor option (0.58km2). Being relatively isolated
SWI‐DR‐ZZ‐000004.
and small in size, except for woodlands to the south‐east , alignments are
Visual Sensitivity
possible, however, a loss of woodland within this corridor option would be
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 126
anticipated.
Visual sensitivities to be confirmed following detailed survey work to inform alignments.
Aquatic Habitat
A number of watercourses are located throughout the corridor option
(8.93km). The number of watercourses requiring crossing is dependent on
the position of the alignment within the corridor option.
Protected and Priority Species
No information pertaining to protected or priority species has been
received to facilitate sifting.
Designated sites
The corridor option contains no statutory or non‐statutory designated sites
pertaining to ecology.

Peat
Localised plan areas of compressible peat deposit present.
Contamination
Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground with potential
contamination risk.
Compressible Soils
Localised areas of compressible alluvial deposit identified.
Earthworks
Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a potential for high
proportion of re‐use without processing.
Shallow Rock
Moderate areas of near surface rock identified resulting in potentially
hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Named water bodies – two ‐ Bonnyton Burn and Burn of Durno. Named see Objective 2
water body size – all small. Moderate channel network spread evenly
throughout the corridor option. Very small area at risk of fluvial flooding.
Narrow bands of risk associated with larger channels. Risk to hydrological
receptors low due to the size channels impacted. It is likely that several
minor crossings will be required in the north of the corridor option but
there is space to avoid all in the south.

Potential for journey time savings and improved It does not make use of and improve efficiency
driving conditions (consistent speed, less
of existing roads, routes and infrastructure, as
braking required) to provide positive benefits
D01 requires creation of a new road corridor.
for users.

National sites
There are three Scheduled Monuments within the corridor option. These include Whiteinches, cairn 440m SSW of (SM12188) which has
a potentially vulnerable setting. Loanhead, stone circle and enclosed cremation cemetery (SM90202) has a vulnerable setting. Both of
these Scheduled Monuments appear to have been intentionally positioned at a prominent location, and to have extensive views over
the surrounding landscape. Loanhead stone circle's visual relationship with Newcraig stone circle (SM37) which lies in Corridor D03 is
also of importance.
There are no Category A Listed Buildings in the corridor option.
There are no Inventory Historic Battlefields in the corridor option.
There are no Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes in the corridor option.
Regional sites
There are three Category B Listed Buildings in the corridor option. These include House of Daviot Formerly New House of Glack (LB2792)
which has a potentially vulnerable setting. Views from the house to the south‐east, and views towards the house from the south‐east
are of particular sensitivity.
There are no Conservation Areas within the corridor option.
There is one HES Property in Care in the corridor. As discussed above, Loanhead, stone circle (SM90202) has a potentially vulnerable
setting.

Landscape Sensitivity
Around Meikle Wartle there is an area of continuous high quality landscape showing diversity in topography,
landscape features, pattern of woodland and settlement character. Visually balanced and relatively harmonious
balance of landscape features and elements.
There is an area of high sensitivity forming the setting to the village of Daviot.
Visual Sensitivity
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 395
Visual sensitivities to be confirmed following detailed survey work to inform alignments.

Peat
Localised plan areas of compressible peat deposit present.
Contamination
Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground with potential
contamination risk.
Compressible Soils
Localised areas of compressible alluvial deposit identified.
Earthworks
No recorded areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a potential for high
proportion of re‐use without processing.
Shallow Rock
Localised areas of near surface rock identified resulting in potentially
hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Named water bodies – one ‐ Burn of Durno. Named water body size –
see Objective 2
one and its small. Relatively limited channel network associated with a
single river basin in the central area of the corridor option. Very small
area at risk of fluvial flooding. Narrow bands of risk associated with larger
channels. Risk to hydrological receptors low due to the size channels
impacted. One crossing of a named waterbody required but
opportunities to avoid the rest of the hydrological network are available.

Potential for journey time savings and improved
driving conditions (consistent speed, less
braking required) to provide positive benefits
for users.

No LDP allocations. Committed development = There are no heritage assets of national or regional importance within this corridor.
0.61 km2.

A small area of land at Durno is LDP protected
green amenity space. LDP committed
development = 0.24 km2.

LDP land allocated at Daviot as protected
landscape setting of Daviot Estate, green
amenity space and also a small housing land
allocation. Small LDP protected open space
allocation at Meikle Wartle. LDP committed
development = 0.61 km2.
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Terrestrial Habitat
Areas of native, anthropogenic, ancient woodland and National forest are
all recorded within the corridor option (0.34km2). Being widely scattered
and small in size, except for woodlands to the north and south‐east ,
alignments are possible, however, a loss of woodland within this corridor
option would be anticipated.
Aquatic Habitat
A number of watercourses are located throughout the corridor option
(8.22km). The number of watercourses requiring crossing is dependent on
the position of the alignment within the corridor option.
Protected and Priority Species
No information pertaining to protected or priority species has been
received to facilitate sifting.
Designated sites
The corridor option contains no statutory or non‐statutory designated sites
pertaining to ecology.

Potential for journey time savings and improved
driving conditions (consistent speed, less
It is a slight improvement on option D+01 by
braking required) to provide positive benefits
providing the opportunity to make use of and
for users.
improve efficency of existing roads
infrastructure by joining On‐line Corridor B to
the west of the Hill of Tillymorgan.
In overall terms A96 dualling comes out
positively in an assessment against the policy
framework and this option could play a part in
this.

In overall terms A96 dualling comes out
positively in an assessment against the policy
framework and this option could play a part in
this.

D02 does not make use of and improve
efficiency of existing roads, routes and
infrastructure, as D02 requires creation of a new
road corridor.

In overall terms A96 dualling comes out
positively in an assessment against the policy
framework and this option could play a part in
this.
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Corridor Area B (Inverurie North)
Corridor Area B identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy Option B and provides an online corridor with localised
bypasses to either north or south of Inverurie. This area respresents
bypass options to the orth of Inverurie. The area is bounded to the
south by Corridor Areas C and B+ and to the north by Corridor Area D
and D+.

BN01
Corridor BN commences at Pitcaple to the North West of Inverurie in
the vicinity of the existing A96. This corridor heads east crossing the
B9001 towards the settlements of Lumphart, Cuttlecraigs and
Auchencleith. From here, it heads south east across B9170 towards
Bourtie House and Old Bourtie, towards the settlement of Kinmuck.
The corridor option then heads south west across the River Don to
reconnect to the existing A96 corridor between the southern extent of
Inverurie and the Northern extent of Kintore.

Corridor Area B+

BN+ 01
Corridor Option BN+ extents from the vicinity of Kinmuck due south,
This area has been identified following feedback from the A96 East of
across the River Don to the existing A96 corridor to the east of Kintore
Huntly to Aberdeen Meet the Team events held in November 2017. The and to the west of Blackburn
area seeks to explore suitable offline corridors that link the online
Corridor Options OLS (in Corridor Area B) to localised bypass Corridor
Options to the northeast of Inverurie (BN01), avoiding the constrained
online section around Port Elphinstone/ Kintore north. The Corridor
Area is bounded to the north, south and west by the Corridor Area B.

Corridor C
North Section ‐ Huntly to Bennachie
Corridor C has been split into two sections, north and south of
Bennachie. The northern section commences at Huntly and runs south
east to the southern section at Bennachie providing connectivity to OLN
and OLC. The section has been split into three Corridor Options, CN01,
CN02 and CN03.

CN01
Corridor CN01 is the western most corridor
in the north section and is being considered due to it tracking the
route of the railway. The corridor is significant in length at 26kms and
commences at Huntly at the A96/A97 roundabout running south and
then south east to the tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor Option
CS02. The corridor varies in width throughout its length with the
widest section at 3.4 kms before narrowing significantly to 270 metres
between the high impact areas of Leith Hall and Knockandy hill/Hill of
Corskie. Cross connections are only from CN02.

BN01 is a large corridor option with relatively
low population density. The population is evenly
spread across small settlements the largest of
which are to the south east in Kinmuck and
Heatherwick. Impacts are likely in the zone but
on a small number of receptors.

Small and low in population with scattered
settlements makes this a low risk corridor
option. It is characterised by the B977 carrying
local traffic to/from Kintore via Wester Fintray.
Although air quality will be relatively low at the
roadside, it will still be very good at the
settlements.

Population density in CN01 is low in this large
corridor area although it does contain a large
number of well dispersed high sensitivity
receptors. In the north of this corridor option is
the A97 Old Military Road which means air
emissions from road traffic already exist. Overall,
the risk is assessed as medium largely on
account of population density.

This is a relatively large corridor with mostly
dispersed receptors and few communities.
Potential impacts are considered to be medium
adverse.
There are a few small communities throughout
the corridor, the largest one located to the south
east in Kinmuck and Heatherwick. One building
of offices has also been identified within the
corridor.

The corridor is relatively small compared to the
others, and most receptors are dispersed and
located alongside the B977 road (close to
Wester Fintray) with a golf course to the north.
The population density is low and no other
sensitive receptors have been identified.
The potential impacts are considered to be low.
It is noted that this corridor is exposed to railway
noise arising from the Aberdeen‐Inverness line.

The corridor is relatively large with a low density
population. Most receptors are dispersed and
there are a few communities to the south by
Garioch.
However, there are 2 community services
buildings, 3 schools, 3 hotels and 1 office. In
summary, the potential impacts are considered
to be medium adverse. It is noted that the north
west of the corridor is exposed to road traffic
noise from existing A97 road and from the
Aberdeen‐Inverness railway line.

NA scoped out
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 252
Agricultural land
Class 3.1 (arable agriculture) and Class 3.2 (mixed agriculture) throughout corridor. No Class 1 or 2. Class 3.1:
5.8 km2 (21% of total corridor area).
Forestry routes
No National Forestry Recreational routes.
LDP open spaces, community land, playparks, recreational playing fields
There is a small area of green space running along the transport corridor of an unnamed road from Inverurie
to Hillbrae. The total area of recognised greenspace within this corridor is less than 0.01 km2 (less than 1% of
total corridor area).
Core paths
There are no core paths within the corridor.
Cycle paths
Aberdeenshire Cycle Routes: Oldmeldrum to Old Rayne, Route GA3 transverses corrider twice, once crossing
the B9001 and then to the north, south of Daviot. Length of cycle route within the corridor: 5.66km.
Community severance
There are no community facilites directly within this corridor. However it cuts between Inverurie and
Oldmeldrum. Inverurie provides a wide range of community services, both providing community services.
Keithhall primary school lies just outwith this corridor and the catchment streches across the south of this
corridor. The central part of this corridor lies within the catchment for Inverurie Market Place Primary. Daviot
catchment lies to the north, with the school immediatey north of of the corridor.

Land at Kinmuck allocated for housing by LDP
and small area of protected green space. LDP
committed development = 0.07 km2.

Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 58
Agricultural land
Class 3.1 (arable agriculture) to the north east boundary, Class 3.2 (mixed agriculture) to the south, Class 4.2
(mixed agriculture) around the woodlands. No Class 1 or 2. Class 3.1: 1.7 km2 (15% of total corridor area).
No National Forestry Recreational routes.
LDP open spaces, community land, playparks, recreational playing fields
There is greenspace along the course of the River Don and at Kintore golf course, although the golf course is
not included within the following figures. The total area of recognised greenspace within this corridor is 0.21
km2 (2% of total corridor area).
Core paths
There are core paths following the course of the River Don and then to the south within the corridor. Length
of paths within corridor: 3.11km.
Cycle paths
No cycle route within the corridor.
Community severance
There are no community facilities directly within this corridor. However, this corridor lies east and north east
of the town of Kintore which provides a wide range of community services (primary schools, play parks,
medical centre, Overdon Nursing home, shops including post office and chemist, and church). A number of
primary school catchment areas fall within this corridor (Kinellar Primary, Midmill School, Hatton (Fintray)
Primary, Kintore Primary and Keithall Primary).

No LDP allocations within this corridor. LDP
committed development = 0.07km2.

NA scoped out

Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 469
NA scoped out
Agricultural land
Small areas of Class 3.1 to the southern extents of this area, but mainly Class 3.2 with band of upland area
(Classes 4.1 ‐ 6.3) in central part of corridor. No Class 1 or 2, Class 3.1: 1.62 km2 (3% of total corridor area).
Forestry routes
There are National Forest Recreation Routes traversing the southern extent of this corridor, to the north of
Bennachie. Total length of routes within corridor: 1.45 km.
LDP open spaces, community land, playparks, recreational playing fields
There is limited recognised greenspace within this corridor. There are LDP Protect Areas Reserve Land area
within Gartly (P1) and Auchleven (P1 & P2). Other greenspace includes small areas of amenity greenspace on
routes into Insch and Huntly, and natural greenspace and private gardens to the south of Huntly. The total
area of recognised greenspace within this corridor is 0.09 km2 (less than 1% of total corridor area).
Core paths
Within this corridor there is a core path that intersects the majority of the corridor at Gartly. There are further
core paths that traverse the corridor to the west of Insch and at Auchleven. Length of paths within corridor:
10.21 km.
Cycle paths
No cycle routes within the corridor.
Community severance
There are community facilities in both Gartley (Primary School and village hall) and Auchleven (Premnay
Primary School, village hall and play park) which lie within this corridor. The corridor impacts on Kennethmont
and Insch Primary Schools catchment areas.

National sites
There are two Scheduled Monuments in the corridor option. Both Stoneyhill, cairn 195m WSE of (SM12343) and Hill of Selbie, cairn
440m SE of Little Hillbrae (SM12434) have potentially vulnerable settings. They are both intentionally situated to have extensive
panoramic views of the surrounding landscape, and to be prominent features within the landscape.
There are two Category A Listed Buildings in the corridor option ‐ Bourtie House (LB2819) and Balbithan House (LB9140). Key views from
Bourtie House (LB2819) to the south are vulnerable to impact. The setting of Balbithan House (LB9140) is largely localised to the
Inventory Garden and Designed Landscape within which it sits (see below).
There are no Inventory Historic Battlefields in the corridor option.
The north‐western part of Balbithan House Inventory Garden and Designed Landscape lies within the corridor option.
The GDL forms the setting for the Category A Listed Building Balbithan House. The GDL is remarkably secluded and although glimpse
views out to the wider landscape are achievable, initial inspection has found no particular intentionally framed vistas.
Regional sites
There are two Category B Listed Buildings in the corridor option.
There are no Conservation Areas in the corridor.
There are no Properties in Care in the corridor.

Landscape Sensitivity
In the north of the option there is an area of undulating topography around Whiteford that is dissected by small
watercourses with high woodland coverage, a high proportion of which is ancient woodland.
In the central part of the option there is an area of undulating farmland and small hills at Lawel Hill. Fields are
relatively small and woodland is prevalent. The ridge to the south of Kirkton of Bourtie is a notable landmark
feature.
In the north of the corridor option there is an area of pasture, woodland and buildings that forms a small cohesive
area of higher quality landscape near Daviot that separates it from the surrounding area.
In the south of the option there is a low lying area relative to the surrounding land. It is secluded and wooded
with an irregular pattern of fields and size of fields associated with Balbithan House. It forms a small area of
higher quality landscape.
Visual Sensitivity
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 252
Visual sensitivities to be confirmed following detailed survey work to inform alignments.

Terrestrial Habitat
Areas of native, anthropogenic, ancient woodland and National forest are
all recorded within the corridor (0.41km2). Being widely scattered and
varying in size, alignments are possible, however, a loss of woodland within
this corridor option would be anticipated.
Aquatic Habitat
Three named water bodies are located throughout the corridor option
(13.13km). The number of watercourses requiring crossing is dependent on
the position of the alignment within the corridor option.
Protected and Priority Species
No information pertaining to protected or priority species has been
received to facilitate sifting.
Designated sites
The corridor option contains no statutory or non‐statutory designated sites
pertaining to ecology.

Peat
Localised plan areas of compressible peat deposit present.
Contamination
Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground with potential
contamination risk.
Compressible Soils
Localised areas of compressible alluvial deposit identified.
Earthworks
Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a potential for high
proportion of re‐use without processing.
Shallow Rock
Extensive areas of near surface rock identified resulting in potentially
hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Named water bodies – three ‐ Lochter Burn / Kings Burn and Newmill
see Objective 2
Burn. Named water body size ‐all classed as small. Relatively sparse
channel network, especially in the southern half of the corridor option.
Moderate total area at risk of flooding but very low given the size of the
corridor option. Main risk area towards the north of the corridor option
associated with Lochter Burn. Risk of impact to hydrological receptors
low to moderate. Sparse channel network should mean limited crossings
and low local and downstream impacts across the corridor as a whole.
Crossing the main floodplain area associated with the Lochter Burn is
unavoidable but there are alignment options which could minimize this.

Small areas of LDP protected green space at
Auchleven and Gartly. Small site of LDP allocated
housing land at Gartly. LDP committed
development = 1.24 km2.

National sites
There are ten Scheduled Monuments in the corridor option. These include Valleyview, cairn 90m ENE of (SM12435) which has a
potentially vulnerable setting. Views to the west are mentioned in the HES' Statement of National Importance for the site.
There are no Category A Listed Buildings in the corridor option.
There are no Inventory Historic Battlefields in the corridor option.
The south‐eastern part of Balbithan House Inventory Garden and Designed Landscape lies within the corridor option. The GDL forms the
setting for the Category A Listed Building Balbithan House. The GDL is remarkably secluded and although glimpse views out to the wider
landscape are achievable, there are no particular intentionally framed vistas.
Regional sites
There are two Category B Listed Buildings in the corridor option.
There are no Conservation Areas in the corridor option.
There are no Properties in Care in the corridor option.

Landscape Sensitivity
The level floodplain of the River Don which contrasts with the surrounding rising and undulating topography is
sensitive to change.
The corridor option includes the southern extent of a low lying area relative to the surrounding land. It is
secluded and wooded with an irregular pattern of fields and size of fields associated with Balbithan House. It
forms a small area of higher quality landscape.
Visual Sensitivity
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 58
Visual sensitivities to be confirmed following detailed survey work to inform alignments.

National sites
There are seven Scheduled Monuments in the corridor option. These include Tillymuick, settlement (SM5316) has a potentially
vulnerable setting. It is located to have good views over the surrounding landscape (to the west, north and east). Baseline setting in a
clearing within a forestry plantation, and so these views cannot currently be achieved. Hill of Christ's Kirk, fort (SM11394) has a
potentially vulnerable setting. Panoramic views across the landscape can be achieved from the fort. HES' statement of national
importance for the monument states: 'It lies within a rich prehistoric landscape and is situated between to other defended prehistoric
hilltops, the Hill of Dunnideer hillfort, 1.3km to the north‐east, and the hill‐top enclosure on the Hill of Newleslie, 2.75m to the south‐
west. This setting is integral to the understanding of the monument in its landscape.' Hill of Dunnideer, fort, platform settlement and
tower (SM95) has a vulnerable setting. The monument is situated on a conical hill with wide views across the surounding landscape.
There is one Category A Listed Building in the corridor option ‐ Lickleyhead Castle (LB16234) which has a potentially vulnerable setting.
Views to the west and north are likely to be particularly vulnerable.
There are no Inventory Historic Battlefields in the corridor option.
The corridor intersects the Leith Hall Inventory Garden and Designed Landscape. The majority of the GDL has been excluded from the
corridor. The GDL forms the setting for Category A Listed Building of Leith Hall. Views over the GDL from Knockandy Hill (to the north)
are of importance.
Regional sites
There are eleven Category B Listed Buildings in the corridor. These include Wardhouse (LB9192) which has a potentially vulnerable
setting. Views to the south‐east from the house frontage are particularly vulnerable. The (ruined) house is situated within the remnants
of a (non‐inventory) garden and designed landscape. Leslie Castle (LB9239) has a potentially vulnerable setting.
There are no Conservation Areas in the corridor.
There are no Properties in Care in the corridor.

Landscape Sensitivity
The northern part of the corridor option consists of Strathbogie and the steep sides of the valley. The narrow
valley contains the A97 which follows the contours of the valley sides with the Aberdeen to Inverness railway line
following the valley floor. A dual carriageway would conflict with the scale of the valley.
The dissected south facing slopes of Knockandy Hill and Wardhouse Hill between Leith Hall and Weets are
sensitive to change.
There is topographic sensitivity at Knockandy Hill and Wardhouse Hill.
Other sensitivities include Leith Hall GDL and the higher relative wildness rating in the north of the corridor
option.
In the south of the corridor option there is an area of high sensitivty that consists of a ridge that extends from
Berrybrae in the west to Insch in the east.
The south of the option lies within Bennachie Special Landscape Area (SLA) including the Gadie Burn. It is an area
of higher relative wildness than other parts of the study area.
Visual Sensitivity
The narrow valley of Strathbogie is sensitive to visual change from a dual carriageway which would not be in
keeping with the scale of the valley and the steep hill sides to the east of Keith Hall.
The setting to Insch and the ridges to the west are sensitive to visual change as they contain landmark features
that make a strong contribution to scenic quality.
Number of residential properties within the corridor option: 469
Visual sensitivities to be confirmed following detailed survey work to inform alignments.
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Terrestrial Habitat
Areas of native, anthropogenic, ancient woodland and National forest are
all recorded within the corridor (0.81km2). Small pockets of woodland are
scattered throughout the corridor option, however, a larger block of
woodland mosaic is present across the eastern side (in association with
river / stream locations). Alignments are possible, however, a loss of
woodland within this corridor option would be anticipated.
Aquatic Habitat
Three names water bodies, one large, are located throughout the corridor
option (10.31km). The number of watercourses requiring crossing is
dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor option.
Protected and Priority Species
No information pertaining to protected or priority species has been
received to facilitate sifting.
Designated sites
The corridor option contains no statutory or non‐statutory designated sites
pertaining to ecology.

Peat
Moderate plan areas of compressible peat deposit present.
Contamination
Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground with potential
contamination risk.
Compressible Soils
Extensive areas of compressible alluvial deposit identified.
Earthworks
Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a potential for high
proportion of re‐use without processing.
Shallow Rock
Moderate areas of near surface rock identified resulting in potentially
hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Terrestrial Habitat
Areas of native, anthropogenic, ancient woodland and National forest are
all recorded within the corridor (1.33km2). Small pockets of woodland are
scattered throughout the corridor option; however, a larger block of
woodland mosaic is present within the northern section of the corridor
option. Alignments are possible, however, a loss of woodland within this
corridor option would be anticipated.
Aquatic Habitat
An extensive network of watercourses (8 named water bodies) are located
throughout the corridor option (42.82km). The number of watercourses
requiring crossing is dependent on the position of the alignment within the
corridor option.
Protected and Priority Species
The corridor option is located within a priority area for wildcat Felis
silvestris. No further information pertaining to protected or priority species
has been received to facilitate sifting.
Designated sites
The corridor option contains no statutory designated sites pertaining to
ecology.

Peat
Moderate plan areas of compressible peat deposit present.
Contamination
Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground with potential
contamination risk.
Compressible Soils
Moderate areas of compressible alluvial deposit identified.
Earthworks
Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a potential for high
proportion of re‐use without processing.
Shallow Rock
Moderate areas of near surface rock identified resulting in potentially
ha

Named water bodies – three ‐ River Don ‐ Inverurie to Dyce, Tuach Burn /
Tillakae Burn and Newmill Burn. Named water body size ‐ One large
(River Don) the rest small. Dense channel network across corridor option.
Corridor bisected (west‐east) by River Don. Large area at risk of fluvial
flooding, very large relative to the corridors total area. Concentrated in a
central east west band either side of the River Don. Risk of impact to
hydrological receptors high. Crossing of River Don and its wide floodplain
is unavoidable. Density of the channel network likely to mean crossings
of smaller tributaries is also required leading to cumulative impact on
hydrological system.
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CN03
Corridor CN03 is the eastern most
corridor in the north section commencing at the A96/A97 roundabout
at Huntly and running in a southeast direction from Corridor OLN for
approximately 11kms to the tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor
Option CS02. The corridor is approximately 2.2 kms at its widest point
and 275 metres at its narrowest. However, this width is constrained by
the notional boundary of OLC and therefore overlap between Corridor
Options maybe possible. Potential cross connections to and from OLC,
OLN and CN02 are possible.
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Corridor C Bennachie to Kintore. Southern section connects from
Inverurie North at OLC and the Online dualling section at Kintore. The
southern section has been split into two Corridor Options CS01 and
CS02
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CS01
Corridor CS01 is constrained by high impact
areas to the west and south and therefore can only be connected from
and to CS02. The corridor is approximately 8.5 kms in length and is
1.7km at its widest before quickly narrowing to 400 metres at either
end due to the high impacts areas.
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CS02
Corridor CS02 commences at the foot of Bennachie and the tie in point
to Strategy C northern options and runs for approximately 14kms
south east to Corridor option OLS south of Kintore. This is a wide
corridor over majority of its length, with a maximum width of 2.4 km
and 600 metres at its narrowest point at Bennachie. Potential cross
corridor connections across most of its length to BS01, connections
south to CS01 and north to OLC at Bennachie.
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Corridor Area B
(Inverurie South)
Corridor Area B identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisfy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy Option B and provide an online corridor with bypasses to either
north or south of Inverurie. This area is represents bypass options to
the south of Inverurie and bounded to the south and west by Corridor
Area C and to the north by Corridor Area B (online).

BS01
Corridor BS01 commences at corridor option
OLC at Chapel of Garioch and runs for approximately 10km south east
to Corridor option OLS at Kintore. The corridor varies in width, 1km at
the southeast section and quickly widens out to approximately
2.5kms. There are potential cross corridor connections to Online
Inverurie, OLI and to the south to CS02. The key constraint within the
corridor is Inverurie and the River Don and associated flood plain
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Corridor Area B (Online)

Huntly to Colpy (Online North) ‐ OLN

Corridor Area B identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisfy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy Option B. Corridor Options developed in this Corridor Area are
within 1km of the existing A96 to the north or south. They will connect
to other corridor options to the north and south including options
within Corridor Area D and D+ and Corridor Area C.

2km wide corridor (1km around the existing A96 centre line) from East
of Huntly at Leys of Drummuies eastwards to Colpy at a point just
south of the junction with the A920. This corridor includes a number of
High Impact Constraints on both sides of the corridor including the
Glens of Foudland and the Hill of Skares that will be considered in the
assessment."
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Colpy to Inverurie North (Online Central) ‐ OLC
2km wide corridor option (1km around the existing A96 centre line)
from a point just south of the settlement of Colpy at the A920 junction
going southeastward, passing near Settlements of Pitmachie, Old
Rayne, Oyne, Pitcaple at terminating near Milton of Inveramsay
located north of Inverurie. This corridor option includes a number of
High Impact Constraints mainly on the eastern side of the corridor that
will be considered in the assessment.
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Online Inverurie ‐ OLI
2km wide corridor option (1km around
the existing A96 single carriageway centre line) between Milton of
Inveramsay located north of Inverurie, through Inverurie to the at
grade roundabout at Port Elphinstone (start/end of dual carriageway
section). The key constraint within the corridor is Inverurie and the
River Don and Ure and associated flood plains.
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Online South ‐ OLS
2km wide corridor (1km around the
existing A96 dual carriageway centre line) between the at grade
roundabout at Port Elphinstone the western end of the existing dual
carriageway and the Craibstone Junction at the AWPR. This corridor
has a number of High Impact Constraints predominantly located to the
north of the corridor, including Tyrebagger hill at the eastern end and
the main settlements of Blackburn and Kintore. The corridor has
numerous local and private accesses onto the this section as well as a
number of at grade roundabouts that will be considered in the
assessment.
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Major Adverse Impact
Adverse Impact
Neutral Impact
Beneficial Impact
Major Beneficial Impact
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BN01 does not make use of existing roads
infrastructure however, it should allow improved
efficiency in and around Inverurie by reducing
congestion in the town centre and at Port
Elphinstone and Thainstone junctions on the
existing A96.
Has the potential to improve access to LDP
allocations in the Inverurie / Port Elphinstone
area especially on the eastern side.
Would eliminate the requirement for an Eastern
Relief Road and might eliminate requirement for
grade separation of Port Elphinstone junction
depending on where the option ties in to the
existing A96.
May still require upgrades to junctions on the
A96 passed Kintore.
In overall terms A96 dualling comes out
positively in an assessment against the policy
framework and this option could play a part in
this.

CN02
Corridor CN02 runs through the middle of
the north section commencing at the A96/A97 roundabout at Huntly
and running in a southeast direction for approximately 23kms to the
tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor Option CS02. The corridor
varies in width throughout with the widest section up to 3.5 kms wide
and 600 metres wide at the narrowest point between the high impact
areas of Insch and the cluster of constraints to the west. Cross
connections to CN01 are possible while there is potential to connect to
and from CN03. Within the northwest section alternative connections
may be possible to CLN and the preferred study area tie in.

Potential for journey time savings , reduced
delay due to peak period congestion, and
improved driving conditions (consistent speed,
less braking required) to provide positive
benefits for transport users.

Potential for journey time savings , reduced
delay due to peak period congestion, and
improved driving conditions (consistent speed,
less braking required) to provide postive
benefits for transport users.

BN+01 does not make use of and improve
efficiency of existing roads infrastructure and is a
slight worsening on option BN01 by not
providing the opportunity to make use the
existing A96 in On‐line Corridor B past Kintore.
BN + 01 has the potential to provide a link to
Kintore opportunity site 01 earmarked for 600
homes.
In overall terms A96 dualling comes out
positively in an assessment against the policy
framework and this option could play a part in
this.

Accessibility & Social Inclusion

Corridor Areas

Affordability

Corridor Option

Alignment & Buildability

Geotechnical

Flooding and Drainage

Structures

Utilities

Commentary based upon consideration of likely
engineering works necessary to create a road
within this corridor.

Commentary applicable to all options

Corridor Area D+
This area has been identified following feedback from the A96 East of
Huntly to Aberdeen Meet the Team events held in November 2017. The
area seeks to explore suitable offline corridors that links the East of
Huntly Online Option B strategy with the Glens of Foudland to North‐
west of Inverurie Option D strategy. Corridor Options developed in this
Corridor Area would also provide a connection to any future northern
bypass of Huntly. The Corridor Area is bounded to the south and east
by the Online Option B Corridor Area and by the limits of the study area
to the north and east.

Public Acceptability

D+ 01
Corridor Option D+01 commences to the east of Huntly and continues
eastwards bypassing the topographical constraints of Hill of Bainshole
and Glens of Foudland Windfarm to the south before turning
southwards at Fisherford to pass through the gap between the Hill of
Tillymorgan and the Hill of Rothmaise. The corridor will facilitate a link
to the Area D Corridor Options to the East of Colpy.
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D+ 02
Corridor Option D+ 02 provides a link from Corridor Option D+ 01 to
the Online Corridor B to the west of the Hill of Tillymorgan via the gap
between the topographical constraints of the Hill of Bainshole and
Glens of Foudland Windfarm and the Hill of Tillymorgan.

Existing bus stopping service is likely to remain 1. Compliant alignments are possible within this corridor option as the corridor avoids high impact constraints such as the topographical
on the declassified trunk road through Pitcaple, constraints of Hill of Bainshole and Glens of Foudland Windfarm and the Hill of Tillymorgan. The development of alignments within the
Colpy and not use the new road in this corridor. corridor will be influenced by the steep topography at Broom Hill, Wether Hill and Hillhead of Bogfouton, the ancient woodland north of
Auchintender and small settlements and residential and farm properties in the corridor. Consideration will have to be given to how
Express / strategic services are likely to redirect potential alignments within this corridor connect to the online B corridor at Foudland.
2. The topographic constraints will likely result in significant earthworks for any potential alignment in this corridor.
to the new route.
3a. The A97 at the western end and existing A96 at the southern end of the corridor option will provide access for future construction of a
dual carriageway route.
Any localised walking and cycling accessibility
3b. This is an offline corridor so there would be minimal disruption to the existing A96 during construction apart from some limited
issues are unclear at this stage.
temporary disruption to the A96 at the southern tie‐in.

‐ PEAT: No recorded plan areas of compressible peat deposit have
been identified.
‐ Topography: Moderate areas of steep sided slopes and high
ground identified which have potential for substantial cuttings and
embankments and possible slope stability issues.
‐ Contamination: No recorded areas of made up (or reworked)
ground with potential contamination risk.
‐ Compressible Soils: No recorded areas of compressible alluvial
deposit identified.
‐ Earthworks: No recored areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a
potential for high proportion of re‐use without processing.
‐ Shallow Rock: Moderate areas of near surface rock identified
resulting in potentially hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

There is no flooding shown on the SEPA flood maps within this corridor.

The number of bridges and retaining structures required is dependent on the alignment within the corridor.

The number of watercourse crossings required is dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor.
At the northern extent of the corridor, it is estimated that 1 large piped culvert would be required.
At the southern extent, 1 large piped culvert would be required.

However, it is envisaged that one or two local roads will potentially be crossed. There is also likely to a watercourse
crossing but it is anticipated that this could be culverted. None of the structures are likely to be particularly
complex or large and could be constructed using conventional construction techniques.

SSE ‐ 11 Kv and Lv infrastructure present within this corridor. (Neutral /
Marginal Impact)

High capital costs associated with earthworks
and potential structures
Increased maintenance cost associated with
structures and earthworks
High cost risk due to uncertainties of ground
conditions in relation to large earthworks. Note
that this corridor option requires OLN or D+01 to
be delivered.

Due to topographical constraints, viaducts or tunnels may need to be considered as an alternative to significant
embankments but it is assumed at this stage, that these will not be required.
Operation and maintenance requirements for the structures within the corridor are unlikely to pose any significant
issues.

Not included in previous consultations.
However, several members of the public
suggested an alignment to the north of the
existing A96 through the Glens of Foudland
would provide an alternative which could reduce
impact of winter weather.

Demolition or modification of existing structures is not anticipated.
The crossing of the watercourses and associated flood‐plain will require consultation with SEPA and other
environmental bodies. It is envisaged that any constraints can be readily accommodated within the design.

Corridor D
Corridor Area D identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy D and provide a more direct line between a section of the A96
from the Glens of Foudland to north‐west of Inverurie. This area is
bounded to the south and east by the Online Option B Corridor Area
and by the limits of the study area to the north and east.

D01
Corridor Option D01 commences to the south of Glens of Foudland at
Colpy and continues in a south‐easterly direction towards the
settlement of Durno and ties into the Online Option B strategy in the
vicinity of Whiteford aand Pitcaple. A connection to Corridor BN01 (via
Online Option B) is feasible which satisfies one of the recommendation
of the DMRB Stage 1 report of combining Option D with a direct tie‐in
to a potential northern offline bypass of Inverurie. The corridor is
bounded on the west and south by the Online Option B corridor area
and historical and cultural constraints of the Roman Camp at Durno
and on the north and east by Corridor option D02.

D02
Corridor Option D02 commences to the south of Tochar and the east
of Miekle Wartle. The northern end of the corridor provides a
connection to Online Corridor B at Colpy and to Corrdor Option D+01
via the western end of Corridor D03. The corridor continues in a south‐
easterly direction passing to the east of Durno and linking to Corridor
BN01 in the vicinity of Daviot. The corridor is bounded on the west and
south by Corridor options D01 and BN01 and on the north and east by
Corridor option D03.

Existing bus stopping service is likely to remain 1. Compliant alignments are possible within this corridor option. The development of alignments within the corridor will be influenced by
on the declassified trunk road through Pitcaple, existing High Voltage Power Lines which run in a northwest to southeast direction from Colpy to Whiteford, pockets of ancient woodland at
Colpy and not use the new road in this corridor. Freefield and Woodend, the settlement of Durno and other smaller settlements and residential and farm properties in the corridor.
2. South of Colpy, the topography in this corridor is generally flat with some local undulations to the north of Old Rayne which will likely
Express / strategic services are likely to redirect result in moderate earthworks in the northern part of the corridor. After Old Rayne, the undulations become more pronounced with
to the new route.
localised high spots at Lawfolds, Drumfold and Newlands which may result in some significant earthworks in the southern part of this
corridor.
Any localised walking and cycling accessibility
3a. The A920 at Colpy, the B992 at Kellockbank and the Pitcaple to Durno local road all provide access for future construction of a dual
issues are unclear at this stage.
carriageway route.
3b. This is an offline corridor so there would be minimal disruption to the existing A96 during construction apart from some limited
temporary disruption to the A96 at the northern end (Colpy) and southern ends (Pitcpale) of the corridor should a connection to the Online
Option B be preferred.

‐ PEAT: Localised plan areas of compressible peat deposit have
been identified.
‐ Topography: Localised areas of steep sided slopes and high
ground identified which have potential for substantial cuttings and
embankments and possible slope stability issues.
‐ Contamination: Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground
with potential contamination risk.
‐ Compressible Soils: Localised areas of compressible alluvial
deposit identified.
‐ Earthworks: Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a
potential for high proportion of re‐use without processing.
‐ Shallow Rock: Moderate areas of near surface rock identified
resulting in potentially hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Two notable areas of active flood plain are shown on the SEPA flood maps, within this corridor, at “Durno” and “Bonnyton”.
‐ The area at Durno (associated with the Burn of Durno) measures approximately 550 x 120m (6.6ha) and could likely be
avoided.
‐ The area at Bonnyton (associated with the Bonnyton Burn) measures approximately 600 x 100m (6.0ha) and could likely be
avoided.

Existing bus stopping service is likely to remain 1. Compliant alignments are possible within this corridor option. The development of alignments within the corridor will be influenced by
on the declassified trunk road through Pitcaple, the existing High Voltage Power Line which runs in a north south direction to the east of Kirkton of Rayne, pockets of ancient woodland at
Colpy and not use the new road in this corridor. Freefield and Woodend, the settlements of Meikle Wartle and Daviot and other smaller settlements and residential and farm properties in
the corridor. The connection to Online Option B or Corridor BN01 at the southern end of the corridor is constraind by the settlements of
Express / strategic services are likely to redirect Durno and Daviot.
to the new route.
2. The corridor is generally flat with some local undulations which will likely result in moderate earthworks throughout the corridor.
3a. The A920, the B9001 from Inverurie to Wartle and the Pitcaple to Durno local road all provide access for future construction of a dual
Accessibility by car from Rothienorman and
carriageway route.
Daviot to the A96 corridor may improve but only 3b. This is an offline corridor so there would be minimal disruption to the existing A96 during construction apart from some limited
if a nearby junction with the option is provided. temporary disruption to the A96 at the norther end of the corridor should a connection to the Online Option B be preferred.

‐ PEAT: Localised plan areas of comprssible peat deposit have been
identified.
‐ Topography: Localised areas of steep sided slopes and high
ground identified which have potential for substantial cuttings and
embankments and possible slope stability issues.
‐ Contamination: Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground
with potential contamination risk.
‐ Compressible Soils: Localised areas of compressible alluvial
deposit identified.
‐ Earthworks: No recorded areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with
a potential for high proportion of re‐use without processing.
‐ Shallow Rock: localised areas of near surface rock identified
resulting in potentially hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

A notable area of active flood plain is shown on the SEPA flood maps, within this corridor, at “Mill of Wartle” (associated with The number of bridges and retaining structures required is dependent on the alignment within the corridor.
the Burn of Durno).
However, it is envisaged that one B‐class road and a small number of local roads will potentially be crossed.
‐ The triangular area measures approximately 150 x 150m (1.1ha). The area could likely be avoided.
Depending on alignment, a bridge may be required to cross one of the watercourses. It is anticipated that other
‐ An area measuring 600m x 100m (6Ha) downstream beside “Burnside of Pitcaple” and could likely be avoided.
minor watercourses could be culverted. None of the structures are likely to be particularly complex or large and
could be constructed using conventional construction techniques.
The number of watercourse crossings required is dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor.
At the eastern extent of the corridor, it is estimated that 2 small piped culverts and 2 large piped culverts would be required.
At the western extent, 3 small piped culverts, 1 large piped culvert and 1 bridge would be required.
Operation and maintenance requirements for the structures within the corridor are unlikely to pose any significant
issues.

Any localised walking and cycling accessibility
issues are unclear at this stage.

D03
Corridor Option D03 commences to the south of Glens of Foudland at
Colpy and broadly follows the existing A920 route in an easterly
direction. At Tochar, the corridor turns south‐east and continues to
follow the A920 route towards Netherton of Mounie to the east of the
settlement of Daviot where the corridor terminates. The corridor
facilitates a connection to Corridor BN01 at its southern end which
satisfies one of the recommendation of the DMRB Stage 1 report of
combining Option D with a direct tie‐in to a potential northern offline
bypass of Inverurie. The corridor is bounded on the west and south by
by Corridor option D02 and to the north and east by the Corridor area
extents, topographical constraints of the Hill of Rothmaise and Hill of
Blackford and their approach slopes and historical and cultural
constraints of the Hill of Barra.

The number of watercourse crossings required is dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor.
At the eastern extent of the corridor, it is estimated that 3 small piped culverts, 1 large piped culvert and 2 bridges would be
required.
At the western extent, 1 small piped culvert, 1 large piped culvert, 1 box culvert and 1 bridge would be required.

SSE ‐ Overhead transmission lines present within this corridor. (2no.
275 Kv ). 1 line runs parallel to the corridor for much of its length and
However, it is envisaged that five local roads, a disused railway cutting and an adjacent watercourse may need to the other for approximately half of its length. (Adverse Impact)
be crossed with bridges. It is anticipated that other minor watercourses could be culverted. None of the structures
are likely to be particularly complex or large and could be constructed using conventional construction techniques. SSE ‐ 11 Kv and Lv infrastructure present within this corridor. (Neutral /
Marginal Impact)
Operation and maintenance requirements for the structures within the corridor are unlikely to pose any significant
Wind Turbines / Masts ‐ 7 no. wind turbines within this corridor, 2 pairs
issues.
together and 3 individual. (Neutral / Marginal Impact)
Demolition or modification of existing structures is not anticipated.
The number of bridges and retaining structures required is dependent on the alignment within the corridor.

Capital ‐ Low number of abnormal engineering Some concern for loss of prime agricultural land
works therefore anticipated cost to be typical of
Some support for an alignment to the east of the
a new road scheme of this scale.
existing A96 as this is further from the Bennachie
Maintenance costs ‐ No abnormal maintenance area.
costs expected.
Cost Risk ‐ Medium cost risk due to presence of
compressible soils and utilities interface within
the corridor option.

The crossing of the watercourses and associated flood‐plain will require consultation with SEPA and other
environmental bodies. It is envisaged that any constraints can be readily accommodated within the design.

SSE ‐ Overhead transmission line crosses this corridor at it northern end Capital ‐ Low number of abnormal engineering
works therefore anticipated cost to be typical of
(1no. 275 Kv ). (Adverse Impact)
a new road scheme of this scale.
SSE ‐ 11 Kv and Lv infrastructure present within this corridor. (Neutral /
Maintenance costs ‐ No abnormal maintenance
Marginal Impact)
costs expected.
Wind Turbines / Masts ‐ 3 no. wind turbines within this corridor, 1 pair
together and 1 individual. (Neutral / Marginal Impact)
Cost Risk ‐ Medium cost risk due to presence of
compressible soils and utilities interface within
the corridor option.

Some concern for loss of prime agricultural land
Some support for an alignment to the east of the
existing A96 as this is further from the Bennachie
area.

Demolition or modification of existing structures is not anticipated.
The crossing of the watercourses and associated flood‐plain will require consultation with SEPA and other
environmental bodies. It is envisaged that any constraints can be readily accommodated within the design.
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Corridor Area B (Inverurie North)
Corridor Area B identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy Option B and provides an online corridor with localised
bypasses to either north or south of Inverurie. This area respresents
bypass options to the orth of Inverurie. The area is bounded to the
south by Corridor Areas C and B+ and to the north by Corridor Area D
and D+.

BN01
Corridor BN commences at Pitcaple to the North West of Inverurie in
the vicinity of the existing A96. This corridor heads east crossing the
B9001 towards the settlements of Lumphart, Cuttlecraigs and
Auchencleith. From here, it heads south east across B9170 towards
Bourtie House and Old Bourtie, towards the settlement of Kinmuck.
The corridor option then heads south west across the River Don to
reconnect to the existing A96 corridor between the southern extent of
Inverurie and the Northern extent of Kintore.

Corridor Area B+

BN+ 01
Corridor Option BN+ extents from the vicinity of Kinmuck due south,
This area has been identified following feedback from the A96 East of
across the River Don to the existing A96 corridor to the east of Kintore
Huntly to Aberdeen Meet the Team events held in November 2017. The and to the west of Blackburn
area seeks to explore suitable offline corridors that link the online
Corridor Options OLS (in Corridor Area B) to localised bypass Corridor
Options to the northeast of Inverurie (BN01), avoiding the constrained
online section around Port Elphinstone/ Kintore north. The Corridor
Area is bounded to the north, south and west by the Corridor Area B.

Corridor C
North Section ‐ Huntly to Bennachie
Corridor C has been split into two sections, north and south of
Bennachie. The northern section commences at Huntly and runs south
east to the southern section at Bennachie providing connectivity to OLN
and OLC. The section has been split into three Corridor Options, CN01,
CN02 and CN03.

CN01
Corridor CN01 is the western most corridor
in the north section and is being considered due to it tracking the
route of the railway. The corridor is significant in length at 26kms and
commences at Huntly at the A96/A97 roundabout running south and
then south east to the tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor Option
CS02. The corridor varies in width throughout its length with the
widest section at 3.4 kms before narrowing significantly to 270 metres
between the high impact areas of Leith Hall and Knockandy hill/Hill of
Corskie. Cross connections are only from CN02.

Accessibility by car from Oldmeldrum to the A96 1. Compliant alignments are possible within this corridor option. The development of alignments within the corridor will be influenced by
the presence of residential and farm properties within the corridor option. The corridor boundary is defined by the high impact areas to the
corridor is likely to be improved if a junction
with the B9170 is provided.
north and south of the area marking the Harlaw and Oldmeldrum battlefields and Keith Hall Garden Designed Landscape.
The northern extent of the corridor is constrained by necessity to form a connection to the existing A96 corridor at Pitcaple, including high
A new junction connecting the dual carriageway impact constraints of Pitcaple Castle.
with the B9170 Inverurie to Oldmeldrum road
To the south of Inverurie, there are limited alignments available which would be able to connect to the existing A96 corridor immediately
will increase traffic on an already very busy and north of Kintore. This connection is constrained by the Kintore Business Park and a scheduled monument adjacent to the existing A96.
sometimes congested B9170. Without bus
2. Moderate earthworks will be required to overcome steep topography to the north of Keith Hall. Moderate earthworks will also be
priority buses connecting Inverurie and
required on approach and between the necessary railway and River Don crossings, including the flood plain.
Oldmeldrum could take longer and become
3a. Future construction access ‐ Construction access will be constrained due to the barrier of the road and railway to the southern end, and
more unreliable.
limited by access from the B9170 to the centre of the corridor.
3b. The construction of an alignment along this corridor would have limited disruption at tie in points only. In the permanent situation, the
Any localised walking and cycling accessibility
existing A96 through Inverurie would remain available as a diversionary route.
issues are unclear at this stage.

‐ PEAT: Localised plan areas of compressible peat deposit have
been identified.
‐ Topography: Moderate areas of steep sided slopes and high
ground identified which have potential for substantial cuttings and
embankments and possible slope stability issues.
‐ Contamination: Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground
with potential contamination risk.
‐ Compressible Soils: Localised areas of compressible alluvial
deposit identified.
‐ Earthworks: Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a
potential for high proportion of re‐use without processing.
‐ Shallow Rock: Extensive areas of near surface rock identified
resulting in potentially hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Three areas of active flood plain are shown on the SEPA flood maps, within this corridor, at “Auchencleich”, “Mains of
Inveramsay” and “Brooms Farm”.
‐ The area at Auchencleich, along Lochter Burn, is approximately 800 x 700m (56ha). The flood plain covers approximately
60% of the corridor cross section but may be possible to avoid.
‐ The area at Mains of Inveramsay, along Ides Burn, is approximately 600 x 300m (18ha). The flood plain covers approximately
25% of the corridor cross section but may be possible to avoid.
Auchencliech and Inveramsay floodplains are located such that they occupy 70% of the corridor cross section and would
therefore be difficult to avoid.
‐ The area at Brooms Farm is approximately 1.8km long with localised wide spots as wide as 200m (21ha). The flood plain
covers approximately 75% of the corridor cross section but joins with the flood plain at Cuttlecraigs, making it unavoidable.

The number of bridges and retaining structures required is dependent on the alignment within the corridor.

SSE ‐ 33 Kv, 11 Kv and Lv infrastructure present within this corridor.
(Neutral / Marginal Impact)
Whilst shown outside of the corridor option area, a large and potentially complex viaduct would likely be required
to cross the River Don and flood plain, the railway, and is in the vicinity of significant gas pipelines. For the purpose National Grid ‐ 3 no. high pressure gas pipelines cross this corridor. 2 no.
Pipelines run in line with corridor to the south east of Inverurie which
of this appraisal, this large crossing is considered as part of Corridor Option OLS.
will create a major constraint within this corridor. Above Ground
Installation (AGI) also present at the southern end of this corridor. This
It is envisaged that two B‐class roads and several smaller local access and farm roads as well as 2‐3 high pressure
corridor also crosses a third pipeline to the north of Inverurie. Diversion
gas pipelines may need to be crossed. Up to three of the watercourse crossings may require a bridge or box
Works (Heavy Wall Pipe Section) required. (Large Adverse Impact)
culvert. Depending on alignment, some of the watercourse and associated floodplains could require a structure
over 100m in length.
SGN ‐ medium pressure pipeline (180mm PE) crosses this corridor half
way along its length. (Neutral / Marginal Impact)
The number of watercourse crossings required is dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor.
Operation and maintenance requirements of the major river crossing are likely to be complex and access
At the eastern extent of the corridor, it is estimated that 2 small culverts, 3 large culverts, 1 box culvert and 1 bridge would be arrangements will require careful consideration.
Wind Turbines / Masts ‐ 8 no. wind turbines within this corridor, 2 pairs
required.
At the western extent, 3 small culverts, 2 large culverts, 1 box and 1 bridge would be required.
Demolition or modification of existing structures is not anticipated
together and 4 individual. (Neutral / Marginal Impact)
Also worth noting that corridor BN01 terminates immediately east of the River Don. Almost any option that joins this corridor
back onto the existing A96 alignment would require a further bridge crossing of the Don.
The crossing of the watercourses will require consultation with SEPA and other environmental bodies. It is
envisaged that any constraints can be addressed within the design.

Capital ‐ High capital cost associated with River Significant support for a route to the east of
and railway crossings. Major utilities (Gas)
Inverurie;
present within this corridor. Moderate
Some concern for loss of prime agricultural land
environmental mitigation likely.

Accessibility by car from Oldmeldrum to the A96 1. Corridor Option BN+ is a variant of Corridor option BN. Comment is made with regards to BN+ option only. Compliant alignments are
available through BN+ to the existing A96 corrior between Blackburn and Kintore. The alignment needs to cross both the railway and the
corridor is likely to be improved if a junction
RIver Don, including flood plain. There is a risk of conflict between alignments of River and railway crossings and the overhead electricity
with the B9170 is provided.
lines.
A new junction connecting the dual carriageway The southern extent of the corridor is constrained by the extent of the Blackburn urban area and existing properties along the A96.
with the B9170 Inverurie to Oldmeldrum road
will increase traffic on an already very busy and 2. There are likely to be moderate earthworks to either side of the structure. Further moderate earthworks are likely to be required to the
north of the corridor area to tie into alignments within BN01.
sometimes congested B9170. Without bus
priority buses connecting Inverurie and
3a. Construction access to this corridor option is limited to the B977 via Kintore which is likely to cause local distruption.
Oldmeldrum could take longer and become
3b. This is an offline route which would likely have minimal distruption to the existing A96 during construction.
more unreliable.
The existing A96 remains as a potential diversionary route.
Any localised walking and cycling accessibility
issues are unclear at this stage.

‐ PEAT: Moderate plan areas of compressible peat deposit have
been identified.
‐ Topography: localised areas of steep sided slopes and high ground
identified which have potential for substantial cuttings and
embankments and possible slope stability issues.
‐ Contamination: Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground
with potential contamination risk.
‐ Compressible Soils: Extensive areas of compressible alluvial
deposit identified.
‐ Earthworks: Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a
potential for high proportion of re‐use without processing.
‐ Shallow Rock: Moderate areas of near surface rock identified
resulting in potentially hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Two areas of active flood plain are shown on the SEPA flood maps, within this corridor, at “Peathill” and “On the River Don”.
‐ The area at Peathill is approximately 450 x 150m (6.75ha). The flood plain covers approximately 20% of the corridor cross
section but could likely be avoided.
‐ The area on the River Don is 4.5km long and 1km wide in places (160ha). The flood plain covers the entire width of the
corridor and is therefore unavoidable. It would be very challenging to provide compensatory storage.

The number of bridges and retaining structures required is dependent on the alignment within the corridor.

SSE Overhead transmission lines cross this corridor at its southern end (1
no. 275 Kv & 1 no. 132 Kv). (Adverse Impact)
However, it is envisaged that a large and potentially complex viaduct of over 300m length would likely be required
SSE ‐ 33 Kv, 11 Kv and Lv infrastructure present within this corridor.
to cross the railway line, River Don and associated flood plain.
(Neutral / Marginal Impact)
A B‐class road, several local roadsand a high pressure gas pipeline may need to be crossed. These structures are
not expected to be complex or large and can be constructed using conventional construction techniques.
National Grid ‐ 1 no. High Pressure gas pipeline present in the eastern
edge of this corridor.Diversion Works (Heavy Wall Pipe Section)
Operation and maintenance requirements of the major river crossing are likely to be complex and access
required. (Large Adverse Impact)
arrangements will require careful consideration.

Capital ‐ High capital cost assocaited with River Some concern for loss of prime agricultural land
and railway crossings. Major utilities (Gas)
present within this corridor. Moderate
environmental mitigation likely.

Existing stopping bus service that is likely to
remain on the declassified trunk road through
Pitcaple, Colpy etc.

‐ PEAT: moderate plan areas of compressible peat deposit have
been identified.
‐ Topography: Extensive areas of steep sided slopes and high
ground identified which have potential for substantial cuttings and
embankments and possible slope stability issues.
‐ Contamination: Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground
with potential contamination risk.
‐ Compressible Soils: Moderate areas of compressible alluvial
deposit identified.
‐ Earthworks: Localised areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with a
potential for high proportion of re‐use without processing.
‐ Shallow Rock: Moderate areas of near surface rock identified
resulting in potentially hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Compliant alignments are possible within this corridor area. The northern section located nearest to Huntly has 2 large significant impact
areas which create a narrow space for an alignment to pass through. A high impact area (Hill of Corskie; Knockandy Hill; Wardhouse Hill &
Candle Hill) is present to the south of this section limiting the area for an alignment. This then creates a corridor south of the HIA which is
on top of a significant impact area where a distillery is located. The corridor opens up when heading south‐east were two possible routes
Express bus services likley to use new route.
are created by an another significant impact area (Glanderstone) one of the routes would link to the Corridor CN02. To the south‐east there
is several possible alignments between 2 more significant and 1 high impact area. A link to section CS02 could be established or an
Accessibility by car could increase for Insch and alignment through one of the significant areas. Alignments through this section would result in moderate earthworks due to the topography
the villages of Gartly and Kennethmont if a
of the land. Most of the higher planes of land are classed under the significant and high impact areas but there's are a few areas where
junction with the option is located close by.
constraints leave no option but through a higher gradient. A97 ‐ Old Military Road runs in the northern section and then only B and lower
class roads. Upgrades may be needed to accommodate works.Possible alignments are mainly offline though several local roads would be
Any localised walking and cycling accessibility
cut off and an alternative routes would need to be in place. Main traffic from the A96 would not be affected apart from the tie in section.
issues are unclear at this stage.

The number of watercourse crossings required is dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor.
At the eastern extent, 2 large culverts and 1 bridge would be required.
At the western extent of the corridor, it is estimated that 1 small culvert and 3 bridges would be required (strickly speaking
the western boundary of the corridor crosses the Don four times).

Maintenance ‐ High maintenance burden
associated with large structure
Cost risk ‐ High ‐ Ground conditions near to the
river corridor, Peat and utilities interface"

Maintenance ‐ High maintenance burden
associated with large structure
Cost risk ‐ High ‐ Ground conditions near to the
river corridor, Peat and utilites interface

Demolition or modification of existing structures is not anticipated
The crossing of the River Don and associated flood‐plain will require consultation with SEPA and other
environmental bodies. The railway crossing would require consultation with Network Rail to agree possessions and
methodology. It is envisaged that any constraints can be addressed within the design.

There are large areas of active flood plain associated with the River Bogie and its tributaries and confluences all along this
proposed corridor. Too many to go into detail for each.
Three other areas of active flood plain are shown on the SEPA flood maps and are worth noting at “Kirkstile”, “Newton” and
“Glanderstone”.
‐ The area at Kirkstile is approximately 600 x 175m (10ha). The flood plain covers just a small percentage of the corridor cross
section (circa 15%), but due to its close proximity to the Bogie and its associated flood plain, in total it probably covers
approximately 30% of the corridor cross section but could likely be avoided.
‐ The area at Glanderstone is not large and is largely localised to the associated watercourse (the Shevock), but it is worth
noting as the existing railway and the B9002 are shown to lie within the active flood plain. Again, this flood plain takes up a
small percentage of the width of the corridor and could likely be avoided.
‐ The area at Newton is just upstream from Glanderstone as shows an area of 500m long by 100m wide (5Ha) outwith the
alignment of the River Shevock. This could be avoided if required.

The number of bridges and retaining structures required is dependent on the alignment within the corridor.

SSE ‐ Overhead Transmission line present for a very short section at the Potential of Exceptional capital costs associated
with extensive earthworks and potential large
northern end of this corridor (1 no. 275 Kv) (Adverse Impact)
number of structures for railway and river
crossings
SSE 33Kv , 11 Kv and Lv infrastructure present within this corridor.
(Neutral / Marginal Impact)
Increased maintenance cost associated with
Just south of Gartly, the River Bogie, associated flood plain and the railway, may require a structure (or series of
structures) of more than 150 metres in length.
SGN ‐ High pressure pipeline (273mm steel) crosses this corridor at its
structures and earthworks
northern end (Adverse Impact)
High cost risk due to uncertainties of ground
Due to restrictions imposed on the corridor, the northernmost end of the new carriageway may have to run parallel
with (and in close proximity to) the river and railway as it heads towards Huntly. This could require several
Wind Turbines / Masts ‐ 4 no. wind turbines within this corridor and 2 conditions in relation to large earthworks
no. masts, 2 pairs of wind turbines together and 2 individual masts.
additional structures or culverts to span various watercourses, flood plains and the railway. Retaining structures
(Neutral / Marginal Impact)
and flood protection structures may be required.
However, it is envisaged that 1 A Road (A97), 2 No. B Roads and 5 Council Roads may need to be crossed. These
structures are unlikely to be large or complex.

The number of watercourse crossings required is dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor.
A crossing of the Gadie Burn and associated floodplain in the south (east) end of the corridor may require a
For the northern extent of the corridor, it is estimated that 3 small culverts, 5 large culverts, 1 box culvert and 3 bridges would structure of over 75m in length.
be required.
At the southern extent, 11 small culverts, 4 large culverts and 4 bridges would be required.
Operation and maintenance requirements for the structures within the corridor are unlikely to pose any significant
issues, however access arrangements for the river crossings will require careful consideration.
Demolition or modification of existing structures is not anticipated.
Watercourse crossing, particularly of the River Bogie and Gadie Burn, along with their associated flood plains will
require consultation with SEPA and other environmental bodies. The railway crossing would require consultation
with Network Rail to agree possessions and methodology. It is envisaged that any constraints can be addressed
within the design.

CN02
Corridor CN02 runs through the middle of
the north section commencing at the A96/A97 roundabout at Huntly
and running in a southeast direction for approximately 23kms to the
tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor Option CS02. The corridor
varies in width throughout with the widest section up to 3.5 kms wide
and 600 metres wide at the narrowest point between the high impact
areas of Insch and the cluster of constraints to the west. Cross
connections to CN01 are possible while there is potential to connect to
and from CN03. Within the northwest section alternative connections
may be possible to CLN and the preferred study area tie in.

Existing stopping bus service that is likely to
remain on the declassified trunk road through
Pitcaple, Colpy etc. Potential for new / amended
routes due to proximity to Insch.
Express bus services likley to use new route.
Accessibility by car from Insch to the A96
corridor could improve but only if a nearby
junction is provided.

Compliant alignments are possible with in this corridor area. The first section of this corridor is open bar 1 significant impact area (Ba Hill).
The corridor narrows to the significant area of gartly Moor. There are 2 routes around either side both of which are higher topography. the
area then weaves round to a very narrow pinch point between a significant area (Red Hill) and a high impact area. The corridor then opens
up allowing for a range of alignments but a high impact area causes a pinch point at the south which will pose a challenge. The last section
of this corridor has various possible alignments. Possibility of moderate to significant earthworks for alignments through this section. There
is areas where the corridor narrows considerable leaving height topography the only route and also heavily constrained areas could limit
options.Mostly B and lower class roads with passing places. Access would need to be upgraded to allow machinery and HGVs to site. Area
is largely wood and farm land. Access to the A96 would be near Huntly where traffic may be affected if this was to be a tie in position.

Any localised walking and cycling accessibility
issues are unclear at this stage.

‐ PEAT: Localised plan areas of compressible peat deposit have
been identified.
‐ Topography: Extensive areas of steep sided slopes and high
ground identified which have potential for substantial cuttings and
embankments and possible slope stability issues.
‐ Contamination: Localised areas of made up (or reworked) ground
with potential contamination risk.
‐ Compressible Soils: Localised areas of compressible alluvial
deposit identified.
‐ Earthworks: No recorded areas of material (Sand and Gravel) with
a potential for high proportion of re‐use without processing.
‐ Shallow Rock: Moderate areas of near surface rock identified
resulting in potentially hard/slow digging within road cuttings.

Five areas of active flood plain are shown on the SEPA flood maps, within this corridor, at “Huntly”, “Cairnhill Cottage”,
“Upper Boddam”, “Insch Golf Course” and “Buchanstone”.
‐ The area at Huntly is associated with the River Bogie and its length starts long before the CN 02 corridor. At its widest point,
it is almost 300m across and its area within the corridor extents is approximately 10ha. The flood plain takes up just a small
percentage of the corridor cross section and therefore could likely be avoided if necessary.
‐ The area at Cairnhill Cottage, along Thains Burns, is approximately 300m long by 150m wide at its widest part (2.2ha). This
can be likely avoided as it only takes up a small portion of the corridor section.
‐ The area at Upper Boddam is associated with the upper reaches of the Kellock and its confluence with the Burn of Largie. It
is approximately 300 x 200m (6.0ha). The flood plain takes up just a small percentage of the corridor cross section and
therefore could likely be avoided if necessary.
‐ The area at Insch Golf course is approximately 600 x 100m (6ha) and is associated with the confluence of The Shevock and a
small unnamed tributary just to the north of the railway. The flood plain extends the full width of the corridor, following the
alignment of the Shevock, passing under the railway midway. It would therefore be unavoidable within this corridor, however
could be minimised as a bridge crossing would be required for the watercourse.
‐ The area at Buchanstone is associated with the Gadie Burn. The flood plain is largely confined the burn corridor, but is as
wide as 200m in places. The flood plain covers almost the full extent of the corridor width (90%) and would therefore be
almost unavoidable within this corridor, whilst a bridge structure would be required to cross the watercourse, the alignment
of the watercourse would make it difficult to minimise impact to the floodplain.

The number of bridges and retaining structures required is dependent on the alignment within the corridor.
However, it is envisaged that within this corridor, 2 B‐class roads and 8 council roads may need to be crossed.
Several watercourses may need to be crossed with bridges or box culverts. Two flood plains in the corridor are
unavoidable and will require bridge crossings. It is anticipated that other minor watercourses could be culverted.
A bridge of length 70+ meters would be required for the majority of the Burn of Reyhill and the associated flood
plain, to the south of the corridor.
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The number of watercourse crossings required is dependent on the position of the alignment within the corridor.
For the northern extent of the corridor, it is estimated that 5 small culverts, 7 large culverts, 1 box culvert and 3 bridges would
be required.
At the southern extent, 3 small culverts, 5 large culverts, 1 box culvert and 3 bridges would be required.

CN03

M

Corridor CN03 is the eastern most
corridor in the north section commencing at the A96/A97 roundabout
at Huntly and running in a southeast direction from Corridor OLN for
approximately 11kms to the tie in point at Bennachie and Corridor
Option CS02. The corridor is approximately 2.2 kms at its widest point
and 275 metres at its narrowest. However, this width is constrained by
the notional boundary of OLC and therefore overlap between Corridor
Options maybe possible. Potential cross connections to and from OLC,
OLN and CN02 are possible.
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Corridor C Bennachie to Kintore. Southern section connects from
Inverurie North at OLC and the Online dualling section at Kintore. The
southern section has been split into two Corridor Options CS01 and
CS02
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CS01
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Corridor CS01 is constrained by high impact
areas to the west and south and therefore can only be connected from
and to CS02. The corridor is approximately 8.5 kms in length and is
1.7km at its widest before quickly narrowing to 400 metres at either
end due to the high impacts areas.
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CS02
Corridor CS02 commences at the foot of Bennachie and the tie in point
to Strategy C northern options and runs for approximately 14kms
south east to Corridor option OLS south of Kintore. This is a wide
corridor over majority of its length, with a maximum width of 2.4 km
and 600 metres at its narrowest point at Bennachie. Potential cross
corridor connections across most of its length to BS01, connections
south to CS01 and north to OLC at Bennachie.
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Corridor Area B
(Inverurie South)
Corridor Area B identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisfy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy Option B and provide an online corridor with bypasses to either
north or south of Inverurie. This area is represents bypass options to
the south of Inverurie and bounded to the south and west by Corridor
Area C and to the north by Corridor Area B (online).

BS01
Corridor BS01 commences at corridor option
OLC at Chapel of Garioch and runs for approximately 10km south east
to Corridor option OLS at Kintore. The corridor varies in width, 1km at
the southeast section and quickly widens out to approximately
2.5kms. There are potential cross corridor connections to Online
Inverurie, OLI and to the south to CS02. The key constraint within the
corridor is Inverurie and the River Don and associated flood plain
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Corridor Area B (Online)

Huntly to Colpy (Online North) ‐ OLN

Corridor Area B identifes the broad study area where suitable corridor
options shall be identified to satisfy the objectve of Improvement
Strategy Option B. Corridor Options developed in this Corridor Area are
within 1km of the existing A96 to the north or south. They will connect
to other corridor options to the north and south including options
within Corridor Area D and D+ and Corridor Area C.

2km wide corridor (1km around the existing A96 centre line) from East
of Huntly at Leys of Drummuies eastwards to Colpy at a point just
south of the junction with the A920. This corridor includes a number of
High Impact Constraints on both sides of the corridor including the
Glens of Foudland and the Hill of Skares that will be considered in the
assessment."
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Colpy to Inverurie North (Online Central) ‐ OLC
2km wide corridor option (1km around the existing A96 centre line)
from a point just south of the settlement of Colpy at the A920 junction
going southeastward, passing near Settlements of Pitmachie, Old
Rayne, Oyne, Pitcaple at terminating near Milton of Inveramsay
located north of Inverurie. This corridor option includes a number of
High Impact Constraints mainly on the eastern side of the corridor that
will be considered in the assessment.
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Online Inverurie ‐ OLI
2km wide corridor option (1km around
the existing A96 single carriageway centre line) between Milton of
Inveramsay located north of Inverurie, through Inverurie to the at
grade roundabout at Port Elphinstone (start/end of dual carriageway
section). The key constraint within the corridor is Inverurie and the
River Don and Ure and associated flood plains.
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Online South ‐ OLS
2km wide corridor (1km around the
existing A96 dual carriageway centre line) between the at grade
roundabout at Port Elphinstone the western end of the existing dual
carriageway and the Craibstone Junction at the AWPR. This corridor
has a number of High Impact Constraints predominantly located to the
north of the corridor, including Tyrebagger hill at the eastern end and
the main settlements of Blackburn and Kintore. The corridor has
numerous local and private accesses onto the this section as well as a
number of at grade roundabouts that will be considered in the
assessment.
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Major Adverse Impact
Adverse Impact
Neutral Impact
Beneficial Impact
Major Beneficial Impact

Proximity to Bennachie makes the southern end
of this option likely to be unacceptable to large
numbers of people.
Concern over impact on properties.
Some comments at Meet The Team regarding
the lower elevation of this route which would
improve winter resilience.

